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Princeton, Caldwell County Kentucky, Thursday, November 3, 1949
County's Civil War
Veteran Nears 103

Unveiling Scheduled
Here Armistice Day

k

KENTUCKY'S BARKLEY TO WED

The unveiling of a memorial to veterans of all wars at
7 p. m. Friday, November III
by the local VFW Post on
the organization's front lawn
will comprise Armistice Day
activities here, it is announced. The six by three foot
structure will be the first
memorial erected Isere since
the Confederate Memorial in
the courthouse yard in 1912
by Tom Johnson chapter,
UDC.
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Hospital

Hallowe'en Damage
Said To Be Slight

Kiwanians Elect
New Club Officers

Chief of Police S. A. Beekner said today tne city's damage from Hallowe'en spooks
Monday night appeared to
have been negligible.
The police chief said he
heard of only a few windows
being soaped in the business
district and several pieces of
porch.furniture being moved.
Chilly weather is believed
to have kept the goblins,
including the "trick or treat"
specialists, at home more
closely than usual.

Vote Expected To Be
larger In City Where
Numerous Promises
Have Been Made

Interest in the Tuesday, No
vember 8, general election heightened this week as candidates intensified their campaign efforts
to get elected to county and cis
I *Vital.
offices.
let3,000
said
.
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county
the
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ng sent
heavier vote will be cast in
Hospital Building coinPrinceton, where numerous prom, ging voters to go to the
ises are being made and issues
day, November 8,.and
are being argued, than in the
for the hospital bonds.
rural districts.
s
requires that a twoCounty 4-H Officers
Princeton voters will have a
EDWIN LAMB
:brity must vote for the
Fifteen Indictments
To Be Elected At
The newly elected president of choice of three candidatei for
.1
it is to pass.
Returned Include
the Princeton Kiwanis Club is mayor and three full tickets for
tter states, "We do not
Meeting Saturday
Edwin Lamb, a vice-president of councilmen posts.
.ugh money to complete
Eight
Felonies
Projrct champions of Caldwell
the First National Bank, presiThe New Ticket headed by
hospital. Advances in
The grand jury has been dis- dent
•
county 4-H clubs will be presentof the Princeton Golf and Clifton Hollowell with Claude
on costs since planeing
missed for this term of circuit Country Club and vice-president
ROBERT BARRETT
ed achievement certificates and
Robinson, Frank Webb, J. W.
Sus necessary expansion
court after returning 15 indict- of the Caldwell Farm Bureau.
Open house for Commander county 4-H officers will be electQuinn, Joe Jones, Tom Hamspitars facilities to meet
ments,
including
eight
felonies
from
ed at a meeting f,o be held
Mr. Lamb was chosen by popu- mond and N. B. Cameron as
,eats for obtaining $165,- Robert Barrett, who will celeVice President Alben W. Barkley and Mrs. Carleton S. Had- and seven misdemeanors, it was
9:30 to 11:30 a. m. Saturday, Note and federal aid, have brate his 103rd birthday Saturlaugh in St. Louis after announcing to friends and news- announced Wednesday by Mrs. lar vote to head the organization councilmen, promises the voters
5, at the Capitol Theater, ley enjoy a
„ beyond our estimates. day, November 5, will be held at vember
they plan to wed November 18 in St. Louis. Barkley, 71, Leona Trader Averdick, circuit at the club's annual election of lower taxes, reduction on water
that
men
officers held last week at the rates, stop lights and a playre additional funds the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. T. R. A. Mabry, county agent, of Western Kentucky, who met Mrs. Hadley at a Washington lunch- court clerk. Court has
been in
announces.
and equip the building, Barrett, of Dulaney, all that day.
last summer, has been courting the comely 38-year-old widow progress since Monday, Oct. 30, Princeton Hotel. He succeeds ground.
eon
Fifteen champions to receive
tieing that you approve The public is invited. Mr. BarThe Citizens Ticket headed by
diligently for nearly four months. Wedding details were not made with Judge H .F. S. Bailey and Howard McConnell.
certificates for outstanding work
bond issue at the gener- rett is Kentucky's last survivor
Other officers elected were Paul Conway Lacey promises lower
public.(AP Wirephoto)
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Group, according to Home Agent announced.
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Walter A. Blackburn, 75, Pa- improvement program now unThose in the county Republican
Kelsie Tudor, dance csller, conmoting attendance at sessions of
automobile on the Courthouse
.1 program of work was
ducah attorney and former fed- derway, it was reported.
the school, it was said.
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may be asked to cut corn plant- crossing the street from the Rosenthal said.
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Clifton Clift, Dr. W. E. Willis and of the Rev. Elisha B. Blackburn old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N. age since 1892 in a government about 7 p. m. Sunday by an auto- charge of the event were: Mrs. posed), coroner; Powell Oldham,
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Our Hospital Is At Stake
This time next week we will know whether voters of the county
approve a $70,000 bond issue to complete the Caldwell War Memorial
Hospital.
After the polls close Tuesday and the votes are tabulated, we
will know whether a two-thirds majority want a modern equipped
best of
hospital where the sick and the injured can receive the
medical care.
No doubt there will be a few who will vote against the bond
the
issue although we have been assured by a bond company that
issue.
present eight cent sinking fund tax is sufficient to cover the
and
These few will exercise their right to vote to cheat themselves
hospitil will
their neighbor out of benefits which a well-equipped
provide.
Rumors now spreading that exorbitant prices will he charged
iaanfor rooms, that one man will have complete charge of hospital
agement and others are the tales of gossip-mongers who hate the
mention of progress.
Since those people are sure to vote, it is imperative that the
rest of us go to the polls November 8 and mark our 'X' under 'Yes'
voting time
for the bond issue. Too many of us are complacent at
because
when important issues are at stake. Too many stay home
for the 'right
we think our neighbor will go to the polls and vote
We
candidate' or wishfully think there is no opposition to an issue.
wrongly assume that every man and woman in the community
turn traiand in the nation is fair and honest. We forget that many
tor in the voting booth.
The county needs a hospital which will be large enough to
and
serve the entire area. The hospital building has been started
will be completed. However, additional revenue must be cbtained
and
if the building is to be equipped and furnished. Now, Mr.
will be
Mrs. Citizen, it is up to you to decide whether the building
will find
an empty tomb or a place where you and your children
home.
adequate medical facilities when illness comes to you in your

Easy To Talk Higher Taxes
Tru
In his weekly news conference last Thursday President
preto
year
next
taxes
higher
for
Congress
ask
would
man said he
any
vent the Government from operating in the red. If there is
said he
way to prevent deficit spending other than raising taxes, he
would like to know it.
The President's statement is little short of amusing. There
its
most certainly is another way for the Government tcr stay within
income and that is to cut down on spending. For, if this reckless deficit spending is not stopped soon, our country's economy will Collapse. We are on the brink of the precipice right now. But certainly the way to cushion the fall is not by raising taxes. The people are already just about taxed to the limit.
It is easy for President Truman to talk about raising taxes
when he has seen fit to get his own salary raised and made taxexempt. Income taxes now take such a large slice out of the
average person's pay check that it works a hardship on many people, who not only must pay Federal taxes, but State, county, city
and school taxes as well.
We cannot understand why President Truman and Congress
fail to see that economies are made in the operation of the Federal
Government. They evidently do realize that economies must be
effected, else there would have been no cause for the Hoover Commission. The idea of the Hoover Commission was fine but it cost
just more money thrown away if its findings are not adhered to.
Former President Hoover and his Commission made any number of
ecommendations to cut down Federal spending and pointed out
numerous duplications of expenditures and waste. But when any
slashing of the Federal payroll—many Federal employees are unnecessary—or cutting down appropriations of the various and sundry
bureaus was asked, a great cry went up that it couldn't be done.
These bureaucrats have Congress tied so tight that our elected representatives are afraid to incur their ill will for fear of losing their
support and favor.
It is a vicious circle. And where it will stop nobody knows. But
unless a halt is called soon on Federal spending, economic chaos
—(Kentucky Standard)
ia inevitable.

Double Value Of Imports

a

It is time for Americans to start getting their money's worth.
That, in brief, is what the Economic Cooperation Administration
•
says in its latest report.
The organization set up to carry out the Marshall Plan as not
asking Americans to stop shipping goods abroad; it is suggesting
that they show more willingness to take payment. ECA points out
that since 1914 the United States has shipped $68,000,000,000 worth
of goods abroad for which it has had no tangible return.
Of course, this flow of goods has not been without benefit to
Americans. It has helped to protect them from enemies by supplying
their allies. It is today undergirding economic and political bulwarks against communism. And it has provided an enormous market for American industries and farms. But largely because trade
barriers have been maintained to hamper the entry of imports which
might compete with American producers, this $68,000,000,000 has
been in effect a gift.
ECA is urging Americans to take in return $2,000,000,000 more
goods a year than they are now accepting. The dollar famine in
European countries would then be eased, and American taxpayers
relieved from the burden of continued gifts after the Marshall
Plan ends.
Some of these recommended imports would compete with
American-made products. But these would constitute less than 1
per cent of the national production. We cannot believe they would
bring about any serious threat to the American economy. Indeed,
there is a good old American tradition that competition is "the life
of trade." Certainly it works to the benefit of the consumer by
reaucing prices. Moreover, the increase suggested would do no
more than restore the proportion of imports from ECA countries
to the same ratio they bore to gross national production before the
'War.
•

But to redress the present one-sided trade balance will require
recognition by Americans that imports are a good thing. The fact
that American consumers want to buy them is evidence of their
worth. The fact that they would help to pay for the tremendous
flood of American goods going abroad—which otherwise goes as a
gift from American taxpayers—should 'add to the argument for
—(Christimn Science Monitor)
more imports.

Kentucky On The March

Nickel Wise, Dollar Foolish?
By Ewing Galloway
The total pay of three old men I often see sweeping streets in
,
Henderson is more than the state pays department heads who direct
staffs numbering hundreds and are responsible for expenditures of
your money running into millions of dollars.
We are building costly hospitals and other institutions and
the best pay we can offer experts with exceptional executive ability
to run them is the equivalent of two lettet carriers' pay. Important
lobs calling for $20,000-a-year-men are either looking in vain for the
right men or are being filled by people at heavy sacrifices. Or they
are held by small-fry politicians who make a mess of their jobs. If
a capable person accepts a job involving heavy responsibilities for
ridiculously low pay he must get his compensation in the form of
patriotic service.
Kentucky is a big business enterprise, and it cannot be run successfully by, little men. And if we are to get capable men to run
It we have got to pay salaries comparable ,to what private business
concerns pay.

Thursday, No
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Little Chips
By J. S. H.
Sone:tem.,. home folks do not
appreciate their constitutional
right to vote as much as those
gone to distant lands. One absentee ballot has been received
all the way from Stuggart, Germany, from Mrs. Nels Axburg,
Mrs. Philip Stevens, of the County Court Clerk's office, informs
us. We wonder how many in
Princeton will even ta ke the
time off to go two or three
blocks to do their voting.
• • •
Cold weather which swooped
down on us Sunday night apparently came to remind us that
Christmas is not far off. Until
Sunday, I had not thought of reminding our readers that Christmas packages for members of the
armed forces and their families
have to be in the mails before
November 15. Our postmaster,
John Mahan, says boxes to be
sent should be of metal, wood or
fiberboard, wrapped in paper and
tied with a strong cord. It is forbidden to send matches, lighter
fluid and cigarettes and tobacco
products and in one or two of
the overseas postoffices packages must be limited to 51i
pounds.
•

aal

The Baltimore 'chapter of Al
coholics Anonymous has moved
into new offices in the BromoSeltzer building.
• • •
The local VFW Post currently
is waging a safety campaign in
Prniceton. Articles on safety,
written by Shelby Pool, are to be
published in The Leader for the
next several weeks in an attempt
to make the public safety conscious. Princetonians need to. be
reminded of a few safety rules.
The traffic situation has become
so bad of late that when I start
ha cross a downtown street I utter two prayers instead of one.
• • •
Word has come from Mrs. Wesley E. Lawrence of Wichita, Kansas, to remind us that Robert
Barrett, Kentucky's only surviving member of the Grand
Army of the Republic, will be
103-years-old November 5.
• • •
Mrs. Lawrence says she became acquainted with Mr. Barrett through a hobby of hers —
collecting material and autographs of the GAR veterans who
have attended the last two encampments. She explained that
she took up the hobby after coming into possession of a Civil
War diary belonging to her greatgreat uncle, George McGahey, Illinois Infantry.
• • •

only 22, on his first military expedition. The governor of Va
ginia had asked him tol'apel the
French from territory "khown to
be the property of the crown of
By Sigrid Arne
Great Britain." The expedition
Washington — Few "outland- was not successful, but the Virers" who visit Washington can ginia House of Burgesses voted
resist sleepy, little Alexandria, Washington 50 pounda for his
Va., 10 miles down the Potomac, services.
British irritation went un unwhere George Washington used
his
April 14, 1755, when the govtil
buy
and
tobacco
to sell his
t
of face of the colonies
ernors
few
a
plan
usually
goods. Visitors
to ask
minutes for the town, on their in Alexandria, and voted
driving
way back from Mt. Vernon, and 41 the colonies to aid in
Alexandria's
then end up by giving the town out , the French.
candles burned bright in their
a whole afternoon,
week.
The author of a new book did crystal chandeliers that
given,
were
balls
and
Dinners
her
on
ago,
years
Twenty
more.
still
way back from Mt. Vernon, Mrs. some of them in houses
still in
Charles Beatty Moore (Gay Mon- stazding. Cadsby's Tavein,
coaches
tague) bought an Alexandria use, was crowded. Gilded
court.
house. Even since she has been and noisy drivers filled the
Mrs. Moore found — in the
tracing the, history of the town's
records
old houses and the people who mountain of letters and
lived in them. The result is "Sea- she has gone through—records of
port in Virginia" which is being many ship launchings when Alpublished Ovt. 25 (by Garrett exandria was one of the great
ship-building cities. She relates
and Massie of Richmond, Va.).
Mrs. Moore has come up with that Washington "went up to Alrefreshing bits about the area's exandria after an early dinner
first ctiizens, Mr. Washington, one day In see a ship (the 'Jenny')
back in the days when Alexandria launched, but he was disappointwas a bigger port than New York. ed and came home." The next
She tells how Washington took day he "went up again, saw the
off on April 2, 1754, when he was ship launched, stayed all night

Washington
Letter

OBERLIN'S
OBSERVAPONS

Barrett, she went on to explain, has requested a handmade
doll from her collection of dolls,.
which she made as a hobby, to
2 great-great-grand/
. DICK OBERLIN
give to his 21
daughter. He asked her to hurry
WHAS
with the order as "I am not so
NEWS, DIRECTOR
young and would like to give her
Ka:dual-a, laa t,e, illany elec- a doll while I am here since she
tions.
loves them so much."
We are one of the few states,
•
in cote you didn't know, which
ary to at least one more school
has an election every year. And,
teacher each year.
in the opinion of a good many
If a place like Jefferson County,
people, that's twice too much balor Fayette, or McCracken, or
loting. They think that an election
Kenton where election coats run
every other year is plenty.
into thousands upon thousands of
There is much to recommend
dollars, these unnecessary expenthis argument. Economic as well
ses would do 'even more than
as philosophical reasons. In the
that. Much more. In most of these
first place, having an election evplaces, they would in a very few
as
about
twice
in
results
ery year
years pay for a new school
this
much money being spent
way as is necessary. Too, people building.
The fact remains, though, that
are apt to get bored with going
next Tuesday—again—is election
out and voting every summer in
day in Kentucky. And it's your
a primary and every November
very great priviledge as a free nain a general election.
tion to go to the polls and vote.
too
'conEither they become
There should be no such thing as
cerned with politics, it takes too
too much effort to wase—even if
much of their time and energy,
you have to clump to the voting
or they simply decide its too much
places on crutches . . . I'm not
trouble, too demanding. and fail
telling anyone how to vote, nor
to get sufficiently interested to
recommending nor endorsing anybother.
or any party or even (except
one
Our even year elections also are
for the amendments, for both of
inclined to be liszleas, as witness
which you should vote favorably)
the present campaign in so many
for any progiams. But you owe
communities. In plenty of counit to yourself to vote. Just once.
ties in Kentucky any informed
And, as your conscience dictates,
person can tell you right now
not for a price.
public
ofmost
their
new
of
who
•
ficials will be from state senators
Mongolian invaders of the Near
and representatives right down to
magisterial district constables. It East in the 13th century brought
is true therc are many more local with them Chinese works of arts
communities where contests for whose designs were soon copied
mayor, for county judge, sheriff and used on clay tiles for walls.
or tome other office have aroused
It is estimated that in some disconsiderable heat, but for the tricts, earthworms add a layer of
most part, this is a highly unex- topsoil one-fifth of an inch thick.
citing campaign.
There are equally sound arguments, though, on the other side.
I'm afraid these are more likely
to be theoretical arguments than
practical, realistic ones. The best
that can be said for the elections
which come in odd-numbered
years every four years (the last
comparable one was in 1945) is
that having elections of purely
local significance periodically allows the best local men to win
office when they might fall in
the face of strong state-wide or
nation-wide movements.
This would be a sounder argument and listen more agreeably
if politics was not so largely machine controlled; if local individuals really did have a chance
to step into a primary and because they are well and favorably known, win a majority of
their friends and neighbors support.
Unhappily it just doesn't work
that way. The machine selects
men to run for office, the machine
Rock
nominates them and then works
to elect them. In western Kentuc- "Raindrop"
ky nomination on the Democratic ticket is almost insurance of
election. In the populous and
mountainous Ninth Congressional
District of eastern Kentucky,
nomination on the Republican
ticket means the same thing. This
is not because there are so many
born and bred Democrats and
Republicans in these areas, although that weighs heavily in the
reasons. It is also because there
are such excellent and .finely
"Raindrop"
geared political machines.
This matter of possibly chang- Ageless yet authentic in design. A
ing our election laws so that we'd treatment by "Sharpe"—brilliantly
have balloting only on even num- polished spots—each mirroring all
bered years is something which of the others. Sparkling beauty—
will stand considerable discussion decorous simplicity and decorators
by the people of Kentucky. It is good taste. Made in all essential
almost impossible to estimate the, Items.
total cost, but, just tole/ hazard a Salad Plates too are available.
guess, I think it's safe to say that Budget Priced at 50 cents each.
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By Bob Price
ABE LINCOLN OF PIGEON
CREEK, by William E. Wilson
Whittlesey House; $3)
To get right down to the meat
of the matter, this is the freshest,
most appealing book about Abraham Lincoln to conic to hand in
many a long day.
It deals with a relatively obscure period of Lincoln's life; that
is a period which has not appealed to many other biographers,
historians and novelists. It's a period when he was just a growing
boy, 'before he was known be•
to a ball, and set up all night."
His expense account shows he
lost 19 shillings at cards that
evening.
Happily Mrs. Moore had George
Washington's original map of the
old town of Alexandria (now in
the Library of Congeals) to help
her trace many of the town's
dignified homes back to the owners of Washington's day. The
book includes a hundred photographs of the old buildings and
of their interiors.
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TEN LITTLE FREE WORKERS
47Z-deaz /r.e xe/o-id.Weel
AR

40-
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j
DOCTOR

*EDDY

MINER

RAILROADER

STEELWORKER

FARMER

LAWYER

SALESCLERK RDOITIE

GROCER

Origi
cial So

TEN little free workers in this country fine and fair;
But if you cherish your freedom—worker have a care!
Ten little free workers—Reddy was doing tine
Until the socialists got him—then there were nine.

ve enou
ly once
stove.
SM

NINE little free workers laughed at Reddy's fate
Along came federal medicine—then there were eight.

Joi

• 4ay

EIGHT little free workers thought this country heaven—
But the government took over the railroads—then there were seven.
.114

SEVEN little free workers—lilt the miners got in a fix.
Uncle said coal's essential, and took over, leaving six.

SIX little free workers 'till the day did arrive
The steel mills, too, were federalized—then there were five.

FIVE little free workers—but the farmers are free no more.
The farms have been collectivized—that leaves only four.

4.1

tRi

FOUR little free workers till the government did decree
All must have free legal advice—then there were three.

THREE little free workers—the number is getting few,

3

But with government groceries selling food—then there were two

TWO little free workers—our story's almost done,
With clerks at work in federal stores—that leaves only one.
;PY

ONE little free worker—the reporter son-of-a-gun —
Mustn't criticize government—so now there are none.

,ParPc
cryital

even in the least populous and
smallest county, the additional.
unnecessary election costs probably would pay a handsome sal-
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TEN little workers—but they

are no longer free.
They work when and where ordered, and at a fixed rate you see,
And it all could have been prevented if they'd only seen At to agree ,
And to work together instead of saying, "It never can happen to me!'

10`
HELP KENTUCKY! Vote 'les"
November 8th Gene

UTILITIES COMPANY
PICOSPOI
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A
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Constitutional Amendment No. 2 in the
KentuckY''
Election. Your "yes- vote means better care for
0d
improved Publg
tuberculous and mentallyill citizens
more 90
better viimris. for your children
service

,

rsdcly, November 3, 1949
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LITTLE PLATOONING
substlt
Ne, r York - -(AP-—
Regardieg
the t, o platoon
system of free
utes, Coach Norman
(Red)
Strader of the Brooklyn
-New
York Yankees says: 'I
send in
By R. A. Mabry
John Wozniak at guard
\\ ,
we're on offense and John
..ful culling and feeding of trangelo when we're on
defeiew '
Ihy flock is important if The rest of the Yankee line temains the sans—Jack Russell
profit is expected.
anti
Bruce Alford, ends; Martin
Ruby
hens with a yellow beak and Arnie
Weimeister, tackles
will furnish a free chick- Joe Signaigo,
guard, and Brad
„net% for if she is kept in Ecklund, center.
rock she will loaf through ---_
.anter on about 25 lbs. of dry litter and a warm house for
;f she is eaten the money the hens. When the hens are cold
an her teed will pay for they eat more feed to keep their
body temperature up.
Ventilation is necessary in the
„i,g pullets should not he
the laying house together. laying house during winter to
,ens boss the roosts, feeders, help keep moisture down but
' The pullets not getting drafts must be carefully avoided.
If chickens start eating or
feed and water will mature
peck:lowly and are more subject ing each other remove the vicit and less egg production. tim and clip about /
1
4 inch off the
. usually stop laying While upper beak of any hen seen do- ENLISTED PERSONNEL VISITS DENFIELD: Chief Boatswain's
Mate Carl C. Ley (right) of Clay
This
molt
molt.
City, Ind., speaks for about 200 enlisted Navy
may
ing
be
the
.,crlt
pecking.
and Marine personnel who visited Admiral Louis Denletting
the
waterers
field,
by
,
former chief (Armee' operations, in his office in Washington
Provide good nests with plenty
to express their regrets at his removal from top Navy command by President Truman.
of clean litter.
go empty too long.
Denfield (left) told them' there appeared
nothing that can be done to prevent his removal.
most essential feed nutriAP Wirephoto)
free. Two-thirds of an egg
Francia Ouimet won his first
ne-hell to three-fourths of U. S. amateur golf title in 1914
OWES CHICKENS AIR
body in water. It is very at the age of 21 and his second
Des Moines, Iowa —(AP) —
.tant to have plenty of clean 17 years later.
The neat ventilating system, therf available at all times.
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and amoitions of those mostatically controlled, in the
feed by providing a deep,
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell
—
county almost new Murray Crisman chicken
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice- house enables him to house 1,000
A-W.eek Leader of those years win-% published as a
regular Leader birds in an area that normally
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princet8n re- would accommodate
only 600.
porters. shortie after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Crisman farms northeast of
April 24, 1928. Messrs. Howard len Wood, and Dixie Leonard Vinton,
Iowa. The ventilating
Rice and John Hughes of Fre- spent Sunday at St. Vincent,
Un- system in the big, modern chickdonia, were in the city Sunday ion County, with the two Lester en house, includes an 80-foot long
morning, Mr. Hughes having children, who are attending aluminum duct bisected by an
come for medicine for his moth- school there. They had the pleas- insulating material to provide
separate channels, oiae for suckBy Special
er, who has been in feeble health ure of Witnessing an elaborate ing in
the fresh air and the other
for some time.
Arrangement With
for blowing out stale air.
pageant staged by the students.
• • •

ounty Agent's
Column

News From The Past

Save A Cool $40

Make Your Dollars Behave Like
Ten Spots

C

OUNTRY BOV
1 ° STORES 01
We

Offer

ARMY SURPLUS HEATERS
A Warm Morning
Ty Morning - It's the Cermaic Lining that does
Original Price of this Stove $64.95. Our
.•ciol Sale Price

$24.95
.se enough to pay your fuel bil', enjoy firing
.ly once a day. America's best known Heat. stove.

Small Surplus Coal Ranges
White Enamel $14.95

Joiner Hardware Co.
WOOLEN
MATERIAL

May 4, 1928. Mrs. A. D. Litchfield, of Louisville, is here on a
visit to her daughter, Miss Ruth
Litchfield. Her many Princeton
friends are delighted to see her.
• • •
May IS, 1928. Claude Koltinsky
is the proud owner of a beauti
ful new Hudson Sport Model
Brougham. It looks like a lot of
car to us poor folk, but we certainly congratulate Claude on his
new car.
• • •

STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
The
HARVEY
STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee this wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today --there is no need to suffer. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablates. SOLD ONLY AT
WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

by solicit in the election November 8. My faithful performance of these duties both at the jail
and as Court House custodian, I offer to all the
voters as the record in office by which I ask your
vote for re-election - this time for a full term.
assure you of my appreciation.
Sincerely,

W.Hampton Nichols

The men listed below represent different parties, different
factions, different points of view. They come from different
walks of life, different sections of Kentucky. Republicans
and Democrats are to be found among them, professional
men and business men and farmers and spokesmen for
labor, educators and politicians and critics of politics, officeholders and former office-holders and people who never
expect or want to hold public office. These men are known
to Kentuckians more for their strong differences of opinion
than for agreements on public policy. But now they say:

CREOMULSION

GOLDEN MEETING
Philadelphia — (AP) — Army
and Navy celebrate their 50th
football meeting this fall when
they renew the inter-service rivalry at Municipal Stadium here.
The Soldiers currently are .,porting a seven game margin, having
won 26 to the Sailors' 19. There
have been four tie games, including last year's exciting '4-21
deadlock.

The amendment will liberalize the constitutional salary limit
and so improve public service in Kentucky.
Here's the statement to which they all subscribe:
"We think the salary provision in the Kentucky Con.
stitution must be liberalized if Kentuckians are to
receive adequate public service. The limitation,
imposed in 1891, makes satisfactory administration
impossible in these changed days of 1949. Therefore
we urge all Kentuckians, for their own sakes,'to vote
Yes' on Constitutional Amendment No. 2 at the
November election.”

Now 5.95Yd.

And here, united in sentiment,are the men who never agreed before:

EXTRA SPECIAL BUY!

SCHLANG'S COATING

Now 2.95Ycl•

Alben W. Barkley

John Sherman Cooper

Ed J. Morgan

William G. Taylor

Joe B. Bates

Charles I. Dawson

Thruston B. Morton

Kenneth H. Tuggle

Paul G. Blazer

J. Lyter Donaldson

James Park

Thomas R. Underwood

Eli H. Brown Ill

Eldon S. Dummit

Carl Perkins

William Jason Fields

Lilburn Phelps

James S. Golden

E. R.(Jack) Price

Robert Humphrey

B. F. Reid

Keen Johnson

Harry W. Schacter

Ben Kilgore

Brent Spence

John A. Whitaker

Frank Chelf

Harry LaViers

William A. Stanfill

Al Whitehouse

Cassius M. Clay

J. 0. Matlick

J. E. Stanford

John Fred Williams

Earle C. Clements

Dr. Frank L. McVey

A.0. Stanley

Garrett L Withers

John Y. Brown
Sam Caddy
Henry Chambers
Virgil Chapman

GETS TO THE BOTTOM OF
THE COLD FLOOR PROBLEM

PLANTERS

HDWE. CO.

Kentucky
st Yard Goods Department In This Sectiots of

TWICE THE HEAT
WITH LESS OIL

George Ward
Harry Lee Waterfield
J. Stephen Watkins
Edward H. Weyler

KENTUCKY HEALTH, WELFARE AND
SALARY-LIMIT AMENDMENT COMMITTEE
227 So. 5th St., Leolsvillo, Ky.

for

(its,

To the Voters of Caldwell County:

From Common Colds
That HANG ON

Formerly 7.95

pub'

I

Beware Coughs

TANY-BEAU VELOUR
COATING

n 0.'14'41 Nd

MARES BAKED BOUQUETS
PLAYS FOR DAD
Try a Leader Classified Ad:
Los Angeles — (AP)-- Mrs. Mae
West Point, N. Y. —(AP) —
DeLano slow -bakes her bouquets. Don Novak, captain of the 1949
The flowers last longer that way. Army soccer team, is the son of
Here's her recipe for a baked Leo Novak, Cadet cross-country
FIRE
bouquet, suitable fur framing: and track coach. Don also is d
INSURANCF
Cut flowers (preferably flat better-than-average performer in
types), leaves and lacey ferns. track. He hurls the javelin.
CALL $t
Place in an oven dish, cover with
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
The
University of Texas has
clean white sand, and bake for
Complete insurance tisry;o•
in W. Market St.
10 hours in a low oven. After had seven undefeated football
baking, Mrs. DeLano removes the seasons: 1893, 1895, 1900,
1914,
posies, cleans them with a cam- 1918, 1920 and 1923.
el's hair brush, and arranges
them on a flat backing. She fixes
them in position with transparent glue.
Then she carefully clamps a
glass, airtight frame over the design and behold—a beautiful picture, painted in nature's own'
colors. Mrs. DeLano cautions imitators not to underbake. Then
My present duties as Jailer prevent me from
the blooms wither under the
glass. And don't overbake. The ,
seeing some of the voters whose support I herecolors fade or turn brown.

• • •
May 22, 1928. Mrs. Mattie
Downing has returned from a
pleasant three weeks' trip to her
daughter, Mrs. Clarence McElroy, of Morganfield.
• • •

May 28, 1928. Mrs. Will Loftus
and daughter, Miss Catherine
Sue, spent the week-end in
Uniontown with Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Pieffer.
• • •
May 24, 1928. Mr. and Mrs. McKee Thompson and son, Goodwin,
May 18, 1928. Mr. and Mrs. J. D. are visiting
relatives in Paducah.
Lester and children, and Mrs. R.
Roy Towery and daughters, ElJune I„ 1928. Pettit Kevil will
leave tomorrow for Bowling
Green, where he will attend the
closing exercises at Western State
Teachers' College. He will visit,
while there, with 0. M. Shultz,
Jr., whom he will accompany
home the latter part of the week.
Creomulsion relieves promptlybecause
• • •
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
June 1, 1928. Mrs. Donald Dugto help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and ger and baby, of Chicago, Ill.,
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial are guests at the home of Mrs.
mucous membranes.Tell your druggist Mallie Pollard on Washington
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion street.
with the understanding you must like
• • •
the way it quickly allays the cough
'June 1, 1929. Eleven of the fifor von are to ha.e your money hack.
teen applicants for County Diplomas passed the examination
for Coughs,Chest Colds,Bronchitis held here Friday and
Saturday,
May 18 and 19. They are as follows: Edwin Lamb, Alberta Black,
Lemah Hopper, Christine Jones,
Corine Corley, Jewell Dunbar,
Marshall Rogers, Frances Beck,
Lee Carter Gresham, Iva Mae
Scott. Edwin Lamb made the
highest average with Albert
Black, second.

At Reduced Prices!

Was 4.50

Page Three

Fredonia News
Mr. and Mrs. W.' M. Young /ire
spending several days in gradenton, rla.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Joele
Quertermous Sunday were: Mr.
• and Mrs. James Quertermous,
Deeatur,'Ill., Mr. and Mrs. Eticlid
Quertermous, daughter, Donna.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Quartermou.s and son, Wayne; J. B. and
Owen Quertermous.
Eddie Melton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Melton, has been
quite ill the last few days with
a gland infection.
Byron Parr left Saturday for
his home in Lincoln Park, Mich.,
after spending last week with his
mother, Mrs. Florence Parr, and
Miss Dorothy Parr.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West were
in Evansville Friday.
Mrs. Tom Young, Princeton,
spent Sunday as guest of her sister, Mrs: Nellie E. Bunton.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Yates and
children were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walton
Woodall.
Miss Nancy Truitt, Marion, was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Moore and Junior Moore Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Rushing
and Mrs. Ethel Barnett, Evansville, spent Sunday with his
mother, Mrs. Lee Burklow.
Miss Dorothy Brasher, Gilbertsville, is spending this week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Brasher.
W. M. U. of the Baptist church
met Wednesday for a joint meeting of Circles 1 and 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Thurman,

Motion, vieited her mother,
Ida Holloman at the home of .
Lee Burklow Sunday.
Sunday guests of Mr. and bib,
Bradley Henson were Mr. an..
Mrs. Chester Marshall, Ft. Lau
derdale, Fla., Mr. and Mrs.
George Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
Gavle Collins, Paducah; and Mr.
and dm C. T. Henson.
Mr. and Mrs. Robbie Holloman,
Miami, Fla., were called here by
the death of his mother, Mrs. Ora
Holleman.
Mr. D. 0. Boaz is visiting her
brother, W. S. DeBoe, and Mrs.
DeBoe in Cadiz this week.
Word was ,received here Monday morning by Mr. Ray Black..,urn of the death of his uncis,
Walter Blackburn, in' Paducah.
Mr. Blackburn died Sunday night.
Funeral was held at the home
Tuesday rriorning and burial in
Mapleview cemetery, in Marion.
He was a former Coutity Judge
of Crittenden County.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and sons,
Joe and Donald, and Mrs. Mattie
Rice were in Evansville Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Quertermous, Decatur, Ill., were the
week-end guests of his mother,
Mrs. Jocie Quertermous, and Mr.
and Mrs. Euclid Quertermous.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
Evansville, spent the week-end
with her sister, Mrs. Veldin Yandell, R.nd Mr. Yandell.
Mr. and Mrs. Hughey York, of
the Piney Fork community, Crittenden county, spent Sunday
with their son, Milton York, Mrs.

PERSONALIZED
Christmas Cards!

50 for $1
AND UP
INCLUDING NAME
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
DELIVERY WHEN YOU WISH

HALLMARK
NORCROSS
WHITE & WYCOFF
NAME-ON
AND OTHER WELL-KNOWN LINES

CORNET TE'S
GIFTS

Thus
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Pogo Four

LUGGAGE

CHINA

HOPKINSVILLE

Pleasant Grove
The rain will won,:
stripping but stop coin
Most of the ground was

eos Angeles —(AP)— Some
loldren who seem to be "just naturally nanghty," may actually be
Ill, says Dr. Nicholas A. Bercel.
He reached this conclusion after
diagnosing brain wave patterns
of child patients at the Cedars of
Lebanon hospital here. "Out of
every hundred behavior disorders,
brain abnormalities are found in
about half," he said. "Measles,
_
-Mrs. Rose Staten, of
visited Mr. and Mrs. McGowan and family over the
week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile, Hopkinsville, have been Wilting Mr.
Clarence Farris an,4 family during the lay-off at the shoe factory.
C. B. Rogers has been at home
here.
Mrs. Alice Ladd has been visiting Mrs. Grace Dunning.
Mr. and drs. Corde Dunning
of Cobb, are visiting Mrs. Grace
Dunning and family.
Mrs. John Gdalalucia and
daughter, of Colorado and Mr.
and Mrs.. Claud Lindsay, of Providence, have recently visited Mrs.
Zora Wilson and family.
Rev. Muriel Ellis and family,
of Bowling Green, were dinner
guests of the Lilly's and supper
guests of the Storms.
Mrs. Waylon Rogers visited
Mrs. Otis Storms at Princeton
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers visited the Ralph Rogers and Pollards Sunday.

. ,idy

Sunday School was 55 present,
.sieluding visitura. Preaching was
hy Rev. Muriel Ellis, of Bowling
Green.,
Rev. Walter Deweisse and family, of Franklin, spent Friday
night with Mr. Hugh McGowan
and family.
Mrs. Zora Wilson is able to be
'ip again after several days ill:less.
Little Miss Glenda Ann Rogers
is able to sit up after having
scarlet fevsr. She was in bed
two weeks.
Ses.
Several persons walked around
the new church one day last week
and painters were refinishing the
benches.
Among those from here attending church at Bainbridge Grove
Saturday night were Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh McGowan and Don; Mr.
unsuccesstry
policemen
Firemen
and
WINNER:
DEATH IS THE
and
Mrs. Claud Storms and Joe;
brother,
fully to revive Dianna Zelazny, .3, (foreground) and her
Ms. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers and
Philip, 18 months, after the children were asphyxiated in their
Nancy; Miss Nola Wilson, Mr.
cribs in their Brooklyn, N. Y., home by steam escaping from an open
and Mrs. Leslie Ladd, Mrs. Clint
pipe valve. (Ap Wirephoto)
Ladd, Mr. and Mrs.'Actron Rogers,
Mr. Allison Pollard, Mr. and Mrs.
MORMON FOLK LORE
C. R. Overbey, Mrs. Bill Swatzell
Los Angeles —(AP)— Hun- arid children, Mr. and Mrs. Ennis
dreds of Mormon folk songs have Swatzell, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
been unearthed by Dr. Austin Cravens and Linda; Mr. and Mrs.
E. Fife of Occidental College, Charlie Croft, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
America's lending collector of Turner and children, Christine
By Warren Rogers, Jr.
Mormon folk lore. For 15 years and Jody; Mr. and Mrs. Clo
Baton Rouge, La. — Louisiana's Dr. Fife and his wife have spent Kingery and daughter, Mrs. Allie
Spanish Moss Crop may treble their spare time touring "Mor- Haile, Mr. and Mrs. James Wilits million-dollar annual take, the monia" (chiefly Utah) asking son, Mr. and Mrs. Otho Storms
way the Louisiana Department of youngsters and oldsters to talk and children; Mr. and Mrs. HarCommerce and Industry tells .it. or sing into their recording micro- old P'Pool and Barbara; Mrs.
Here's what the department says:
Rose Staten, Mr. and Mrs. Merle
Spanish moss just grows and and his three sons—makes a liv- Keller and Wayne and Mrs. Gergrews. It's hard to find a tree in ing at collecting it. After all, it's tie Cortner.
south Louisiana that isn't sport- there for the picking. There's no
Mrs. Johnnie Rogers and chiling a moss tignon.
planting, no cultivation. Just har- dren have been visiting in PrinceSome people—like L. M. Joff- vest.
ton.
After it's gathered, the moss is
Several from here attended the
rion, Sr., of Napoleonville, La.;
ginned and sold, chiefly through funeral of Mr. Jahn McElroy at
York and family.
New Orleans and New York Cross Roads. The bereaved wife
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Marshall, brokers, for use mainly in furni- has the sympathy of their friends
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., arrived last ture upholstering. Last year the in her loss.
week for a visit with her father, official gross revenue was estiMessrs. Hilbert Teear, Elvin
C. T. Henson and other relatives. mated at $1,100,000.
Dunning and Otho Storms visited
Travis
Mr. and Mrs. Haskall
But what about the waste—the Mr. Alvie Dunning at Salem, Mo., to
and son, Rodney, were Sunday fibrous bark that's left over after last week. An enjoyable time was •
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. it's been ginned? That's where had.
Norman Wheeler.
Little Chip seemed to be very
the elder Joffrion comes in.
W. F. Young, who has spent the
"It's black gold," he says. "In- interested, and we think he will
summer at his home hdre, left stead of throwing it away like be a great help to his father in
Sunday for Bradenton, Fla., we'd been doing for 40-odd years, the paper business.
where he. will spend the winter. we save it. I've got machines
Little Miss Bonita Moore, that dehydrate it and pulverize it. phone.
Some Mormons, Dr. Fife says,
Princeton, spent several days last
"It comes out a fine black
week with her grandparents, Mr. mulch and plays an important are unwilling to use his recorder
for fear church officials may dis1 and Mrs. Coy Moore.
part in agricultural experiments.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wring and Some day it may be just the approve. But most are flattered
children, Patricia and, Gary Way- thing for rejuvenating and re- to be asked. As a result the Fifes
have added more than 300 transne, of Gary, Ind., Mrs. H. H. storing this country's topsoil."
criptions of Mormon folk songs
Wring, Evansville, and H. H.
It's on this note the Commerce
Wring, Marion, were Sunday af- and Industry Department ends its and tales to the Archive of
ternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs. report. It recalls that Louisiana's American Folk Songs, Library of
Congress. Other fruits of their
Cecil R. Brasher.
moss industry once brought $3,Mrs. Orville Tabor, Detroit, 000,000 annual revenue, observ- hobby are the more than 13 volumes of notes on hundreds of
Mich., visited in town for a short ing:
time, Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. "With the utilization of the by- interviews, letters, private jourTabor were called here by the product from the ginning, the nals and obscure publications.
Some days it's just plain work
serious illness of his mother.
moss industry may return to its
gathering - folk lore, says the
former higher economic bracket."
Fifes. But sometimes there's a
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rogers windfall, too. Like the day reand children, Anita, Rita and cently when Mrs. Effie Marquess
"Squeaky" were Sunday guests Carmack, of Atascadero, Calif.,
of Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Kirkwood, recorded 63 songs. And they were
only part of her repertoire of 200.
Dawson Springs.
'sMrs. Paul Moore and Mrs. ArWE'LLTAVE OURS STRAIGHT,
nold Burklow, of Princeton, and
Mrs. Coy Moore visited Joyce
POPS,STRAIGHT FROM A
Donaldson at the Riverside hosPRINCETON CREAMERY'
pital in Paducah Wednesday.
MILK
BOTTLE, -0
Bradley Henson has been very
THAT IS.
very ill at his home on the Kuttawa road, suffering from an acute attack of kidney stones.
Mrs. J. 0. Reeves and Mrs. Lester Corley, of Kansas City, Mo.,
have concluded a two weeks visit with Mr. arid Mrs. Milton York
and family.
0
Mrs. Lilly Calloway, Battle
Creek, Mich., was called here by
the serious illness and death of
her mother, Mrs. Ora Holloman,
who died at the home of her
„slaughter in Princeton, Friday.
\Mrs. Reed Brown and daughter, Miss Doris Brown, Crayne,
visited in town Saturday afternoon.
Rev. Ray Wigginton who has
been confined to his home the
last few days, due to illness, is
,rffume,161•PRINCETON,KY.
able to be out.

Moss Industry
Heads For Boom

Don't Get Wet Feet
Get Rubber Footwear
For The Entire Family At
The Federated Store
MEN'S UNION SUITS
Heavy Winter Weight
36 to 46

PERCALES
VAT DYED

$1.49
24c".

MARCEL HANKIES
100 Single Sheets

12-Inch

n
BOX

BOYS' HIGH CUTS
Were $7.49
Sizes 4 and 41/2

Now $4.98

SPECIAL

CREAMERY,

ATTENTION!

I extend a cordial invitation to all to visit my
new location where you will find a complete
line of
• GROCERIES

IMAM

And All Kinds of Gulf Products

4 to 16

As Democratic nominee for County Judge
have earnestly tried to see every voter in:,
county. To those whom I have not been abk
contact on my visits, I make this last appeal
fore the election, soliciting your influence a%
your vote on November 8. And to all: plette
accept my assurance that if elected I shall
form the duties of the office faithful to tke trim
of the people.
Sincerely,

WILLIAM G. PICKERING

sase•Wemeases

laatinas S
&aids /Veto
While

Stocks Are Complete.
HOUSEWARES

(tt's 4

•

•

•

•

I

I

We've been buying and buying to have tee
you want for better Christmas giving. Tax
have never seen the like of our fine hale
wares, bought with you in mind. Shop us we
and often.

onsecutive
s ,

SPORTING GOODS . . .

. :14
srs0
"

An always acceptable gift, for your good sport
v‘
ie

has an important spot in Cayce-Yost's gift parade.
Our newest department is bulging with ideas for
the boy or girl from 6 to 60.

TOYS

is bact
After an absence of two years, Toyland
ever. TM
at Cayce-Yost's, bigger and better than
for tbe
of all ages bought with discriminating care
parale
Christmas
your
boy or girl in

APPLIANCES
For an Electric Christmas, Cayce-Yost has everything you could ask for - - - From Frigidaire
Automatic Washers to light bulbs. Stocks are
complete now - - - Later there may be shortages
Shop now.

FURNITURE
Another group of gifts at liopkinsville's gift store,

. tore display, Christmas shopping time is the time

And Then Of Course .

•

• •

There are Hundreds of gifts in our regular hardware stock that make Christmas receiving a joy - - - - Door knockers, pocket knives, watches, greist
guns, fire sets, enough paint to paint a room. All these gifts are worthy of re
ceiving — truly,

Trotter's Grocery

Consecuti

9ot cilop.hiasudie
. ya

Cayce-Yost Comp
(Incorporated)

W1-1-A,Q)C1

•

CAYCE-YOST Is Christmas Headquarters

G A It NETT TROTTER, Prop

(.1

sortie
HOPKINS

• FEEDS

Quality at Low Price

PRINCETON, KY.

To The Voters of
Caldwel' County:

to start a good habit

"That Good Gulf Gasoline"

Mrs. Kee I. Engelhardt, Owner

s of 1.
ss, roues
,Alte teat's.
inforrnot, ,

I have purchased the stock and fixtures of the
Otter Pond Store and am now operating same.

eel an

B YS' AINW

Ito.

Furniture for the home — floor cOverines —
lamps. If you haven't seen Cayce-Yost's furni-

MEN'S WORK SHOES

Black 2 Piece Raincoat Set

eslly
s losin insy
manifest
:
:
61.
gv:
In
u.
i
t lwe.eveheperinge;
tiatet:,t,
itself in spells of alstiormal behavior."
psueitdit
Phe
abfooyrinwo..f
Dr. Berml uoes his detective
ersie
tun
work with an electroencephalo- tbo
bo
riyg
aL
wItd
'hyobotsieS
txrain
machine
which
recorde
graph, a
ed that he Was ithe tiny electrical impulses generated in the brain, As a typical
ooss

Some Children Are Bad
Because They Are III .

1,41 muddy.

No,".1s.4).

y, November 3, 1949

The tobacco you smoke contains
When a bet gets mad he ruffles
Comhis fur and bares his teeth like a many hundreds of chemical
idenState Salary Limit
cat. He also gives a low-pitched pounds, only a few of them
Kentucky's constitutional salary
The annual dinner of the Uniexperts. Cigar tobaccos
buzz, which is his warning snarl. tified, say
versity of Kentucky Alumni Aa- limitation has made it virtually
deviate in almost every respect
from cigarette tobaccos.
sociaVon honoring Wildcat grid impossible to operate the DepartScientifically, the domestic cat
athletes will be held Monday, ment of Highways and other state ls known as Felis catus or Felis
4.. A.
Dec. 5, at the U. K. Student Un- departments requiring the ser- domestics.
vices of highly trained engineers
—
ion
executive secretary of the Asso- as they should be operated, J. itation is abolished, he declared,
and
ciation, announced last week. Stephen Watkins, peesident of the the Department of Highways
depart- Arnold Ligon Truck Line
county
and
state
e
other
of
Commerc
at
Kentucky
Chamber
priced
dinner,
the
for
Tickets
Contact
will
g
$2 a plate, may be obtained now and former State Highway Com- ments employin engineers
JAMES D MA.SHBURN
in an continue to operate under a seat the U. K. Alumni Office, Lex- missioner, said last week
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2010
of Ken- vere handicap.
ington. Reservations may be made. address at the University
•
'by telephone or mail, Miss King tucky.
The state is training enough ensaid.
of all
Principal speaker will be A. D. gineers to fill the needs
nts,
nt
departme
goverhme
state
head
former
'26,
K.
U.
Kirwan,
foothall coach and now clean of Watkins said, but is losing them
men at the University. Serving as rapidly as they are trained to
as toastmaster will be Athletic industky both in and out of the
Director Bernie A. Shively, U. K. state. Until the present salary
'36, who also is treasurer of the
Nil. North of 51adisonville, Ky., on US 41 presents
I' NH.
Alumni Association. Other speakers at the grid dinControl Worms
ner include Head Coach Paul
"Bear" Bryant, University PresIn Housed Birds
ident H. L. Donovan, and J.
Watkins, Lexington,
and his Musical Depreciation Review of 1950
Stephen
president of the U. K. Alumni
Numbers
Laughs
'
" New Acts
!
Ai
group. Members of the 1949 foot7
P
W
Oilf
ball squad and Kentucky sports
Friday Night, Nov. 11 - 9:00 P. M.
writers and radiocasters will be MIer
honor guests.
Mail Orders Accepted Now With This Coupon

Several poultrymen in Elliott
county are now selling hatching

arm News

14 of posture in Spew
a new high
oty each
out of 10
nine
when
ir
dipped at least a part of
• lures.
clubs
rs of homemakers
learned
who
county
sup
joke leather gloves will
information to other

UK Fooiball Dinner
Slated For Dec. 5

eggs.
H. A. McKinney,of Livingston
county sold 95-pound lambs in
September off Ludino clover pas
lure, receiving 50 cents premium
per hundred-weight for their finish and excellent quality.
Mike Brumley of Bullitt county is cleaning out a 50-ryear old
farm pond; fishing rights in re
cent years having returned $350

aye A Coke•••
Work Refreshed

UK Speaker Hits

Ilte 44e.a

Judge,'

SPIKE JONES

r in the
able le

veal be.
i,ce and
1. please
)all pe,
'he true

A heart specialist, Dr. Peter J.
Steincrohn, says in the American
Magazine that after we stop
breathing our brain survives anywhere from a few seconds to 15
minutes; heart muscles last 20
minutes; eyes, 30 minutes; ears,
one hour; arms and leg muscles,
4 hours; blood molecules, 18
hours! bones 3 days; skin, 5 days.

VOTE FOR ...

PHILIP
DEMOCRATIC

STEVENS

The owl cannot move its eyes
in their sockets but instead can
rotate its head in a large arc of
273 degrees.

NOMINEE FOR

County Court Clerk
CALDWELL COUNTY
NOVEMBER 8, 1949
ICA Your support and influence solicited. If
elected, I promise to be faithful and diliand kind treatment for cll. Tour
courteous
official.
an
gent as
ed. I am,
help will be highly appreciated and kindly remember

•

et k

4E4 45 PAT 411 E,

11

Respectfully,
Ask for it either may ... both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
to $400 a year.
The use of certified Vigo wheat
for fall planting in Hickman
county has increased from 110
acres in 1948 to 1,350 acres this

DOMED UNDER AUTHORITY Of TH5 COCA-COLA COMPANY ,SY

•
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HOPKINS%'ILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
C 1949, Th• Coc4-Cala Co.44.04Y

Educational Ballot
Name of Voter

onsecutive No.000
Reg. No.

Residence

(Town of Fredonia)

CITY ELECTION

•- • '
is back
ever. Toy.
are for th,

For Police Judge
MARION HARVILL

1 1
L-1

LI
For:
City Board of Trustees
WILLIAM M. YOUNG
•

T. R. AKRIDGE
E. F. ORDWAY

LI
LI

MARTIN F. RICE
V E. COLEMAN

ke Chr
es, eretee
thy of re

LI
LI
LI
111
LI
111

DRUG

WOOD

Home demonstration agents
sponsor many campaigns for the
Red Cross, cancer control, health
facilities, and crippled children,
says the annual agricultural extension report of the College of
Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
They also sponsor or assist such
activities as children's maternal
and d ntal clinics, sale of Christ'as eals, school lunches, homenursing classes, community rest
rooms, furnishing first-aid kits
for school and improvement of
public grounds and buildipgs.
Over $15,000 was raised last
year for donations for welfare
purposes, in campaigns in which
home agents assisted in or directed the drives. More than 450 community projects were sponsored
by homemakers' clubs.
Interest in homemakers has extended to international cooperation and understanding, the report adds. Many clubs last year
studied FAO, UNESCO and UN.

Reserve Seats $3.60 and $2.40
General Adm. $1.80 and $1.20
PLEASE ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

STORE
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Name of Voter

shop

Residence

wicarson

Reg. No.

cerI, Philip Stevens, Clerk of Caldwell County Court, do hereby
the
in
used
be
to
ballot
the
of
facsimile
tify that the above is a correct
1949.
8,
r
Novembe
Tuesday,
held
Princeton City Election to be

for
______ Reg. No
Residence

Women's Wear

hereby cerClerk of Caldwell County Court, do
I, Philip Stevens,
to be used in the
ballot
the
of
facsimile
correct
a
tify that the above is
1949.
to be held Tuesday, November 8,
Fredonia Town Election

anY

City

sm•••••••

Name of Voter
Consecutive No.000

Your Name
St. Address

Princeton, Kentucky

Consecutive No. 000

rs

MAIL ORDERS: TO - WELLS RADIO & MUSIC CO
Madisonville, I()

The need for worming ofpoultry often continues after birds
are housed. If layers are onthrifty or run-down, maybe
large roundworms or cecal
worms are the cause. Then try
Dr. Salsbury's Wormix, easyto-use flock wormer. Mixes
in a minute! Birds like
Wormix-medicated mash. Buy
Wormix here.

Home Agents Help
In Welfare Work

season.
Chester Cole of Clinton county
used coke for the first time this
year, and thereby saved a barn Of
good tobacco.
Since February, Duff Homemakers. club members in Grayson county have bought eight
washing machines, 11 irons, three
electric motors, six refrigerators,
two water heaters, two toasters
and 13 lamps.
Almost 2,000 4-H club members
and 76 adult leaders were in attendance at the Pike county
achievement day.
More than 6,000 acres of tobacco in Fayette county where sprayed by airplane for grass hopper
and hornworm control.
Approximately 5,000 acres were
seeded to pasture in Logan county during the late summer season.
Around 20,000 acres of row
crop and tobacco land in Taylor
county will be sowed to cover
crops, topping acreages of other
years.

Citizens Ticket

b/
41Mrlarr
...

Philip Stevens
Clerk, Caldwell County Court

"Not More. But Better Merchandise"
exclusively yours

Clerk, Caldwell County Court

Incorporstod)

•

P'

ThursddY'

KENTUCKY
Everett Wilson visited his father, Mr. E. R. Wilson, N. Jefferson street, several days last week.
Made To Sorority
A.
J.
Mrs.
Word,
C.
E.
hostese
was
Mrs.
Lisanby
Mrs. Alvin
Mrs. E. B. Lindsay returned to
to members of Beta Sigma Phi Creasey, Jr., and little son, Ker- her home in Elkton. Tuesday afSaturday in
sorority- and their new pledges ry Wayne, spent
visit with her
Mr. and Mrs. ter a week's
visiting
Mayfield
Eddyville Road
on
home
her
at
Peddaughter, Mrs.
answers the phone
Fred Foy.
NOTE: Please call No. 2141 and give Iteni6 for this Page to whoever
son,
Monday night, October 31. Mrs.
of the news.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foy, of May- ley, and Mr. Pedley, and
Lisanby's borne was beautifully field, spent Sunday with her David, Locust street.
decorated with autumn flowers. brother, Mr. Ovid Hart.
The thrill of a dear one's kiss— Blades Entertain
HEAVEN 18 WHAT
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Childress,
Guests were served a delicious
Heaven is what you make it!
YOU MAKE IT
With Dinner Party
Mich., are visiting his
Detroit,
lighttable
a
from
Heaven is what you make it!
I am convinced of this!
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Blades, Sr., buffet supper
Mrs. Lillie B. Childress
mother,
I arn convinced of this!
entertained with a dinner party ed by tall Yellow candles fram- 4nd graridilaPilonfs, Mr. and Mrs.
Monday 'night, Oct. 1, at their ing a centerpiece of yellow roses. Hyland Mitchell, Highland AveMan builds his own surroundings, Square Dancing To
home on Washington street, for Those attending were seated at nue.
His sorrow or his bliss.
Be Taught At Club
individual tables, where yellow
visiting relatives.
A cold, dank cell with iron bars,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Chit reThere will be experienced inGuests were Attorney S. D. rose placecards were used.
Or, rather, sunlit bowers—
turned to their home in Bellville,
CounStructors at the Princeton
Immediately after the buffet Mich., Saturday after being calIlodge, Miss Virginia Hodge and
How can weeds gain a foothold
If the patch is sown to flowers! try Club Saturday night, Novem- their house guests, Mr. and Mrs. supper, an impressive candle- led here because of the death of
light ritual was held for the new his sister, Mrs. L. W. Bodenber 5, to teach members to square H. C. Moore, of Boston, Mass.
Miss Marianna Moore, who is pledges who were Mesdames hamer.
dance. No admission will be
Heaven is what you make it!
doing graduate work at Emory Robert Williamson, StItn Koltincharged.
Mrs. W. D. Goodloe, Rumsey,
You think your-own distress.
University, Atlanta, Ga.; and Mrs. sky, Jr., Charles J. Jones, C. W. visited relatives here last week.
misfortunes,
own
your
You shape
AkMrs. H. W. Nichols spent Tues- Willis D. Therlkeld, LaHabra, Scott, James N. Guess, John
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
Or you build your happiness.
ins, Shelby Pool, Roy Rowland, and son, Jerry, are spending a
Calif.
A hand 'round soneone's shoulder, day in Paducah.
Jr., Billy Robinson and Miss Joan two weeks' vacation in Daytona
Berry.
Beach and other points in FloriMembers participating in the da.
Glenn
ritual were: Mesdames
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Clark
Bright, Robert Gordon, Frederick and little daughter, Jeanie, MapMcConnell, Her old Rowland, le Avenue, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Misses Margaret Ann Cartwright, Lonnie Wilson in Nashville, Tenn.,
Marjorie Stembridge, Wanda last week-end.
Wadlington and Mrs. Alvin LisMiss Mary Dancie Hodge, of
anby, chapter director.
Owensboro, spent last week-ead
with her father, Attorney S. D.
Hodge, and her sister, Miss VirHallowe'en Party
A pre-Hailowe'en masquerade ginia Hodge, N. Seminary street.
Mr. and Mrs. Iley McGough
party given Saturday night, Oct.
quality.
sacrifice
never
why
we
That's
29, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. spent several days last week in
Carter Adams, Highland Avenue, Louisville.
Mrs. R. A. McConnell spent
for their daughter, Jean.
Have your doctor leave your prescripOn arrival, the costumed chil- several days last week in Louisdren were escorted to the base- ville with her son, Mr. and Mrs.
ment, which was decorated for G. W. McConnell.
Mr. Iley McGough was a busithe occasion, and wcire served
witch's brew and kick-a-poo juice ness visitor in Greenville Monday.
by the "traditional" witch.
Mrs. Ernest Lloyd, and Mrs.
Games and contests were conducted by Mrs. Ernest Childress James Craig, Ann Arbor, Mich.,
and prizes were awarded to the left Tuesday after a visit with
Mrs. Lloyd's niece, Mrs. W. C.
winners.
At the close of the evening's Sparks, and Mr. Sparks, Eddyentertainment, refreshments were ville Road.
served to Ann Brinkley, Carolyn
Adams, Janet French, Melanie Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. William Ashford,
Rowland, Ramona Pickering, Ann
Kevil Morgan, Betty Gail Mor- Route 3, on the birth of a daughgan, Margaret Ann Vinson, Viv- ter, Charlotte Ann, October 28.
• • •
ian Clare Moore, Peggy Barnes,
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Shoate,
Janice Childress, Laska Lisman,
Margaret Moore, Phillis Stevens, Railroad street, on the birth 4f a
Buy your sickroom supplies where:01au
Jackie Hunsaker, Jean Adams, son, Thomas Wayne, October 26.
have your prescriptions filled.We carry
Harold Cook Oliver, Oscar Mitch• • •
• complete stock of quality merchanMr. and Mrs. Harmon Morse,
ell, George Creekmur, John Gordise at reasonable prices. Your order
man Mitchell, Bill McConnell, Route 1, on the birth of a daughwill receive the prompt service th3t •
Gary Catlett, David Brown and ter, Linda Jo, October 20. Grandprescription receives. Try us.
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Raeburn Pickering.
Ws we Merck Pr•scriplio• Chorrkc:s
Kemp and Mr. and Mrs. Asa
Morse, of the Farmersville comHallowe'en Party
munity.

We Know That

returned to their home in Chicago, Ill., after a Visit with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Hutcheson, Sr., Corbin, spent last weekend with their son, Mr. John S.
Hutcheson, Jr., Mrs. Hutcheson
and their little son, Chip, E. Mar-

Ever broil elm*
Chill a tall -size can
well,
the salmon from the cm
4.
one piece, and cut in
slices with a sharp knife,foie
Dot
slice with a little
butter or
wine,(wrinkle with
Imam
and broil.
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were held at
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last several

in Nail Lacquer and
matching Lipsticks

QUALITY

Is The Power Of The Drug

YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS?
Corner Drug Store
Princeton, Ky.

Telephone 3404

44W4
JUNIORS
GO PLACES IN ONE,
WONDERFUL COSTUME!

jacket of this rayon taffeta two-some! Together, in late day,
they make a high-fashion costume, at night,

$1495

the dress steps out alone! Junior sizes 9 to 15.

Longer-lasting,
it's a genuine lacquer

Nail Lacquer
600
Matching Lipstick $1.00
(prices /Pisa tax)

At Barnes' Home
Peggy Barnes, Vivian Clare
Moore, Janice Childress and Brenda Fowler entertained approximately 25 guests at a Hallowe'en
party at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. K. L. Barnes, W. Main street,
Monday night, October 31, from
6:30 until 8:30 p. m. Supper was
served to the group and Hallowe'en games were played. ,

Mr. and Mrs. Nolon Rohrer,
Evansville, Ind., on the birth of
a daughter, Elizabeth Ann, at
Deaconess Hospital, October 31.
Mrs. Rohrer is the former Mary
Margaret Johnson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson, S
Jefferson street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Davis,
Frankfort, on the birth of a son,
Mr. and Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard, Dwayne Allen, October 27, at
W. Main street, spent last week- Princeton.
end with their son, Dr. G. Baker
One out of four children reHubbard, and family, in Jackson,
peats the first grade, usually beTenn.
Mr. and Mrs. George Eldred cause he is slow in learning to
and son, John Shelley, spent sev- read, says a Temple University
eral days in Louisville this week professor.
with Mr. and Mrs. Marshall P.
WALKER HAS IT
Eldred and son, Marshall Polk.
The New
‘.Mrs. J. H. Williams, St. Louis,
Mo., will arrive Sunday for a
Parker "21" Pen
visit with her sister, Mrs. Sallie
$5.00
P. Catlett, and brother, Mr. Luke
DRUGS
WALKER'S
,Powell, Washington street.
A Mrs. Allene Akin has returned
and JEWELRY
from a visit to her cousin in
Dial 3211
Bowling Green.

The Ideal School
Shoe For Boys
And Girls

COY COVER-UP...Surprise! You'd never guess that there
was a provocative dance-frock hidden under the cutaway

New faster drying, harder
setting, super brilliant formula!
New fashion-cued colors!
New functional containers!
For fingertips that stay lovelie:
longer the new word is Chen Yu!
New beauty for lips, too..
with Chen Yu's color-matched
Lipsticks with the stay-fresh look!

we can an.
In a final summai y let us say regarding the issues in the coming City election that
Government.
City
the
of
administration
will give you an efficient and economical
therefore, we will at
We have made no commitments for employment in any department,
select on:y
able to select the most competent person for any position in the city—and we will
from our own citizens.
Of course we
We have made no pledges during this campaign that we cannot fulfill.
City Goassate
favor lowering taxes if possible, and water bills if possible — but our
must be operated.
that each ticket
It has been a long established policy that in announcing tickets for council
the only tide
and
Ticket",
"Progressive
The
consist of three members from each party.
that has done this: namely, 3 Democrats and 3 Republicans.
light a"'
We promised you in the beginning of our campaign that the purchasing ,,f the
the ONLY t!''.
is
this
believe
now
We
issue.
our
major
was
Princeton
in
system
power
Kentu-that has developed. Again, we promise not to renew the franchise to the
c'y
ties Company until you have expressed by ballot an unwillingness for the
this light and power system.
light
Your attention is called again to the comparison of rates and earnings from
of
except,
systems
light
their
all
which
own
of
towns,
of -neighboring

MAR
18
SUGAR
75
MEAT
4
SALT
100
BLOC
Su
LOYIN
and a
every
APPE
BABY

Earning to Lily fro[r
Princeton

Madisonville
Bowling Green
Russellville
Hopkinsville
Dyersburg, Tenn.

Operation
NOTHING

TOMA
46

$141,000.00
70,500.00
31,039.37
68,063.37
54,669.91

PORK
19

the
Princeton not only realized no profit from the
of current but paid to
payer ard s
Utilities approximately $8,400.00 for lights and power. You as a tax Pa
helped to pay this bill to the Kentucky Utilities while our neighboring towns we'e
ing a profit and lower rate in most cases.
Because 0_1
We know the Kentucky Utilities do not desire to sell this system. Why7
State Le
the
However,
that
is being realized from the payment of your light bill.
profit
Priva! `the
from
lature has provided a means whereby Cities may legally acquire Utilities
Ill
porations regardless of whether or not they desire to sell. This means Is Pr"ided
T. V. A. Enabling Act.
have
The light and power system can be bought by the sale of Revenue Bonds after You bet a
from
tav'spaid
desire
by
presSed your
ballot to buy it. These Bonds will not be
profits realized from the, operation of this plant by the City of Princeton.
franchise as:
We are the only group that has promised to you not to renew this light
believe the people of Princeton do not desire the renewal. Six men should not Pass Use1
major issue when it can be referred to the people for their expression by vot'' And
we WILL do.

I

other Carole King Juniors from $895

For Councilmen: Howard Stone
L. D. Elder
Euell Sweeney

R. C. Garrett
J. T. Beck
George Denham

('HE
1
PEAS

lhuisday, November 3, 1949

3, 1947

Deaths & Funerals
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Frank Nelson

Mrs. Jane A. Freeburge

Funeral services for Frank NelMrs. Jan..' It. Free burge, 81, died
son. 86, who died from a brief Monday, Oct. 31, at the home of
McElroy
John
Funeral services for John Mc- illness Tuesday, Oct. 96; were held a daughter, Mrs. B. L. Paris, Hopiroy, who died in a Hopkins Thursday afternoon, Oct. 27, at kinsville Road.
Other survivors are two sons,
,ille hospital Monday, Oct. 24, Asher Cemetery, near Farmersvine, conducted by the Rev. Reed Joseph R., Glendale, Calif., and
were held at Cross Roads Church Woodall.
Mr. Nelson had been Briscoe, Jersey city, N. J.; two
Tuesday, Oct 25, with burial in a farmer in
the Farmersville daughters, Mrs. J. Snipe, Perry,
cemetery.
Mr.
McElchurch
community all his life. A sister, Ia., and Mrs. S. T. Elder, Newthe
ill
in
been
health
the Mrs. Graves Morse, preceded him burg, Ind. Seventeen grandchilroy had
in death several Years ago,
last several months.
dren also survive.

IT'S COLD OUTSIDE
KEEP WARM IN OUTING
CHILDREN'S PAJAMAS
Sizes6to 12
Special Value

der

rormu1al
rs!
* nets!

98c

y lovelier
is Chen Yu!
00..
-matched

SUIT

y-fresh leek!

+NM

lacquer

LADIES' PAJAMAS
Solid Color - Pink, Blue and Peach

$1.49

re

Homemakers Schedule
Nov. 3, 10 00 a. to., Training ,

Page Seven

I

From Eagle
To plum

;
School, Masonic Building.
Nov. 8, 1:30 p. m., Fredonia!
Valley, Mrs. W. M. Young, host(Continued From Page One)
ess. ,
In 1947 the figures spiraled to a
Nov. 9, 1:30 p. m.. Plat Rock, shocking 7500 dead for the under
Mrs. Helen G. harper, hostess.
25 age group, with an estimated
Nov. 10, 1:30 p. m., Cedar Bluff, 275,000 injured. The . American
Mrs. Nathan Bates, hostess.
Automobile Association and inNov. 10, 7:30 p. m., Lakewood, surance companies in general
Mrs. Fred Watson, hostess.
share the belief that the problem of irresponsible youthful motFuneral selpices were held
orists must be attacked on three
Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 p.m., at
general fronts.
the Methodist Church in UnionFirst, youth must have sound
town.
educational programs, to teach
better driving.
Mrs. Ann M. Riley
Second, stricter police enforceMrs. Ann Mary Riley, wife of ment of traffic rules and stricter
the late W. Traylor Riley, died license requirements must be es- ,
at the home of her granddaugh- tablished.
Third, and most important, parter, Mrs. Frank Franklin, 1011
West Main street, Monday after- ents should not only teach the
noon, Oct. 31, after a five year technical points of good driving
illness.
but should set an example
Born April 18, 1859, Mrs. Riley selves. The 18 year old boy who
was a daughter of the late. Wil- sees his father or mother driving
liam FL Ray and Frances Eliza- 30 miles per hour in a 20 mile
beth Wales, Kentucky pioneers speed limit zone—and getting
from Tenntssee. She was united away with it—can almost invariin marriage to W. Traylor Riley ably be expected to drive 40 miles
March 10, 1874, and six children per hour under the same condiwere born, two dying in infancy. tions from sheer youthful exSurviving children are John and uberance. Yet, it is also true that
Charlie Riley, Mrs. Edd Vinson maturity and judgment in drivand Mrs. Lennie Vinson, all of ing can be taught, just as algebra
this county; a half-brother, G. F. or ballroom dancing can be
Ray, of Detroit; eight grand- taught. After surveying 10,000
children and nine great-grand- high school students last year,
children; three half-sisters, Mrs. the Chevrolet Motor Company
J. H. Riley, Princeton; Mrs. Rube found that "clowning" was rated
ChM Crider; Mrs. M. S. Black- as the chief cause of accidents,
burn, Fredonia; and a host of then speeding, "dreaming" and
disregard of traffic signs, follownieces and nephews.
Mrs. Riley joined the Baptist ing in that order.
Now, after all the statistics, is
church in early life. Her married life was spent in the Farm- such hazardous driving going on
ersville community and since the in Princeton and Caldwell Coundeath of her husband in 1932, ty? Next time you are driving,
had made her home with a take a look and you will see
daughter, Mrs. Edd Vinson, and that we are no different than
a granddaughter, Mrs. Franklin. the rest of the United States. Yes,
Funeral services were conduct- we are guilty. What are we goed Wednesday afternoon at 2 p.m. ing to do about it? That's up to
at Donaldson Baptist Church, by us. The cars are ours and the
the Rev. Edward Woodall, of youngsters are ours, too. It is up
to us to remedy the causes of
Pembroke.
Pallbearers were Herchell Vin- teenicide.
son, James Riley, Monroe ColeFrancis Ouimet, Chick Evans,
man, Jr., Francis Riley, Murl
J. D. Travers, Bobby Jones and
Jones and Charles Riley.
Johnny Goodman were the only
Flower girls were Mrs. Heramateurs ever to win the U. S.
schell Vinson, Mrs. James Riley,
Open golf title.
Mrs. Monroe Coleman, Jr., Mrs.
Francis Riley, Mrs. Murl Jones
and Mrs. Richard Ray.
Burial was in Morse Cemetery,
Farmersville.

Italy la the third leading producer of raw silk in the world.
About 86 per cent of the surface
of Greenland is covered with lea.

Prescriptions A
Specialty
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Established 1907
"Not For A Day But For All Time"

Dial 3211

"To The Good People Of Princeton"
It was my intention to see every voter in Princeton in my race for
Mayor on the Progressive Ticket. Due to an injury I sustained in an
accident I shall be unable to see you before the election next Tuesday. However, let me make this final appeal for you to vote the
Straight Progressive Ticket and help us to purchase the light and
power system of Princeton, which purchase is provided for by law.
Assuring you of my deep interest in Princeton and her growth, I am
Very sincerely yours,

K.R.(Kelsey)Cummins

Mitchell Clift
An Overseas Veteran

SUIT

Phone

Mrs. Ora Holloman

Finkel's Fair Store
"Where Your $$ Have More Cents"

it
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City Government

HOG KILLING SUPPLIES
FIGARO SAUSAGE SEASONING
30(

10 oz. .
SUGAR CURE SALT, Morton
712 lb. pkg.

81

MEAT PUMP
4 el

$1 85

SALT
that each tic:. •
d the only -tai,

100 lb. Bag in Cotton
BLOCK SALT FOR CATTLE
Sulphur

f the light if •
the ONLY
Kentucld 1.
•
. city to ami
light and Nee
se, Princetoa

sALT, 100 lbs.
in paper

$145

BLOCK SALT FOR CATTLE
white
SAUSAGE SEASONING, Morton

19(
49(

10 ox.
ORANGE JUICE, Osage
46 oz. can
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Dole

and a beautiful 10c water glass for only Sc with
every purchase of LovingCup Tea

Vs oz. can
APPLE BUTTER, Dutch Girl

APPLE SAUCE, White House
No. 2 can

22 oz. jar
CRANBERRY SAUCE, Ocean Spray
16 oz. can
CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
pitted, 19 oz. can
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist

BABY FOOD, Gerber's Asst. Str.
114 oz can

City From
tion
°THING
1,000.00
70,500.00
31,039.37
68,063.37
54,669.91

TOMATO JUICE,'Naas
46 oz. can
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
2 fro
19 oz. can 12!itc
ClIF:RRY CHOCOLATES, Brach
I Ih. hog

15(
8(
19(
25
49(

PEAS. Handy, standard
20 on. Can

Kelm'
t.,S
Because al

LOVING CUP TEA
lb. pkg.

SAL SAGE SEASONING, }lave°
pkg.
....amitQUICK SALT, Morton
4 lb. pkg.

us

z, the State
from PriVale
OW.
is provided
,taP
le
fter You"
„m tote.
ton.
t franch'
ald nol r
Y vote.

OLEOMARGARINE, MI Choice
1 lb. pkg.
CIGARETTES, Popular Brands
carton. Ky. Only tax inc.

19(
$16'

2 lb. box
CORN, Can-D-Lite, white, Cr.
Style. stand. 19 oz. can
GRAPE PRESERVES, Monarch, Pure
2 for
Concord, 16 on. jar
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
29 oz. can
PUMPKIN, Autumn Harvest

15(
81(
$1'
69(
34(
39(
35(
19(
15(
25(
43(
10(
49(
221(

COCOANUTS
each
fag,

CLAMOUR STEP BY STEP
.. . OUR STOCKINGS

by

MOJUD

Wherever you go . . every
step you take . . . glamour goes
with you when you're wearing
our lovely Mojud Stockings! For
with pure Mojuds come perfect
It and flattery . . . in beautiful,
n e w Fall Fashion Harmony

Roger Carraway
Roger Carraway, infant son of Prices That Will Please You ...
Mr. and Mrs. Shelbourne Carraway, of the Farmersville community, was buried in Farmersville
Cemetery Thursday. The child
died a few hours after birth.

Suba & Eliza Nall

We Appreciate.

• ••

SWEET POTATOES, Porto Rican
lb.
APPLES, Grimes Golden
6 pounds

69
15(
MEAT SPECIALS
63

FRESH PORK LOINSS to 10 pounds
isigKgyS, Fresh Killed Full Dressed
OR RIB END ROAST
LOIN
lb.
lb.
MARKETS
1T ALL RED FRONT SUPER
CENTER PORK cnors

Play Safe -- Call Us

42f

ham

Red Front Stores
Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON,
Week Days
WV35 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky.,

For Sheriff Of Caldwell County As I make my final plea to the good people of Caldwell County for
your endorsement next Tuesday, Nov. 8, for county sheriff, I wish to express my sincere appreciation and thanks to each and every one of you
for your kindness you have shown me on the strebts, roads and in your
harries, and for the friendship manifested during the last six months of
my canvassing of the county.
I realize there are voters I have not been able to see, which deprives
me of a great deal of pleasure; but during the remaining days before
election I hope to see each of you personally. Should I fail, I hope you
accept, by this means, a solicitation for your vote and influence, and I
wish to remind you -- that my promise to you during the campaign, if elected sheriff of Caldwell County, to make you an honest and efficient,
courteous and conscientous public official still stands.
I have, and I intend to fight honestly, courageously and with all of
my might until 5 p. m., November 8th, for the office I now seek, and I
sincerely request the aid of all who believe in good government, honest
and fair elections.
I earnestly solicit your vote for sheriff at the General Election November 8, 1949.

45(

(Dew.)
(Demo)

••

Colors.

the business given us...
And it is a desire to serve you in your
Insurance Needs —

30 oz. can 714.c;
QUAKER OATS
small box

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
OYSTERS, standards
pint

Mrs. Ora Holloman, 69, died at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Lucille Corley, in Princeton Friday night, October 28, after several months' illness.
Funeral services were conducted at Fredonia Baptist Church
Sunday at 2:30 p. m., by the Rev.
Reed Woodall who was assisted
by the Rev. Ray Wigginton.
Survivors are six daughters,
Mrs. Lily Calloway, Battle Creek,
Mich., Mrs. Lavine Hager, St.
Louis, Mo., Mrs. Lucille Corley
and Mrs. Elsie McNeely, Princeton; Robbie Holloman, Miami
Beach,Fla.: and Mrs. Leslie Harris. Two sons, Lacy and Nathaniel Holloman, also survive.
Pallbearers were Earl Green,
Everett Lynch, Barber Stallings,
Bill Sweezy, Melvin Sweezy and
Johnson Jackson.
Flower girls were Betty Sue
Holloman, Mrs. Preston Holloman, Edna Harris, Juanita Harris, Bonnie Harris, Mayola and
Joyce Sweezy, Marcella Holloman Doris Ann George, Louise,
Frances and Margaret Legates.
Burial was in Fredonia cemetery.

Very truly yours,

John E. Young Ins. Agency
Princeton, Ky.

Dial 2620

Mitchell Oft
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Une of the most important
:ovals of child guidance has to
do with the emotional needs of
• 1! Ild ren.
Dr. Louis Rallis, specialist in
! search on human relations,
professor of education and director of the Bureau for Intercultural education at New York
University, has listed for us the
major emotional needs of children. And under each of these
the Persenality Laboratory at
that institution itemizes its guiding suggestions. They can be of
great value to parents and educators alike. Hare they are:
1. The Need for Belonging.
I will develop in my child a
feeling of security by avoiding
extreme methods of discipline.
I will make every effort to face
problems of home, school and
community and decide them in
the best interests of our family.
I will encourage my child to
confide in me and wherever possible I shall take him into my
confidence.
2. The Need for Achievement.
I will do everything to give my
child a feeling of confidence.
I will encourage my child to
develop new skills as he grows
older.
I will encourage my child to
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ed hay and grass production
conserving the sot) and in stimulating beef-cattle raising in Kentucky is set out in a statement
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and Home Economics, Univers
of Kentucky.
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the farmers in Eastern KentucunBy Harry S. Hale
A price support of $2.11 a bush- ky follow this plan of raising their
I will not compare my child
Welder L. B. Rawdon is back el for 1949-crop green and yel- own cattle and also the feed for
favorably with any other chilon the job after gomg to Texas low soybeans grading U. S. No. 2 them.
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and containing not more than 14
I will not try to achieve my for a serious jaw operation.
Many purebred herds have
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Insect and pest control and imW. D.Cox and family returned beans grading U. S. No. 2 will provement of the general health
be supported at $1.91 a bushel. of herds, as set out by the Extento Kerens, Texas, last week.
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surance protection acand on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
,Before using a new waffle iron,
cordingly? If not, you
apseason it by preheating the
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
may have to bear part of
pliance for 8 to 10 minutes with
the loss. See us now.
the cover closed before brushing
both grids with a small amount of
unsalted cooking fat or salad oil.
Continue heating for two or three
more minutes with the grids
We pay all phone charges.
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
closed. Excess grease can be rePrinceton, Ky.
Phone 3698
moved with absorbent paper or
III Was,Alsss,r Sr '
by baking one or two slices of
elecgrids,
the
n
bread betwee
tricians advise.
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ics, University of Keott,
that "Good music is fun
at:
has a practical use to
441 du;
homemakers and other farm
farm groups .
There is a
for every occasion, eVery
and practically every thought we
have." Songs listed include many
familiar to Kentucky farm ptp.
plc.

wagons with all-steel body and top— safer,
longer lasting, easier to maintain.

FIRST station

e

passenger-and-utility vehicle ever offered with dituk,
of the conventional 2-wheel-drive model or the new 4-Wheel.
Drive Willys Station Wagon!

FIRST
.

utility car planned in every detail as a dual-purpase
vehicle—seats removable to provide up to 120 Cu. fr. of load
space ... seats and interior washable ... wide, strong tailgate.

FIRST

station wagon of such low weight ... with overdrive
cost on 2-wheel-drive models.
extra
no
at

FIRST

NOW-3 GREAT WHITS STATION WAGONS
—2-Yin...I-I:his,. with 4-Cylinder Engine'
—2-Wlumi.Dri,,e with 6-Cylinder Engine'
—4-Wheol-Drive with 4 -Cylinder Engiye
*Overdrive Included at no Litre cost-

Dead Stock
WANTED

-KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

I will encourage my child to examine his fears to see whether
they are real or imaginary.
I will make greater efforts to
teach my child the basic rules of
cleanliness and health of mind
and body.
I will encourage my child to engage in some satisfying group
work and play by setting the example for him.
4. The Need for Love and Affection.
I will try to give my child the
feeling of being loved and wanted.
I will respect the wishes and
feelings of my child and teach
him to respect mine.
I will encouarge my child to
talk things over with me in order to achieve better understanding and to reduce tensions.
5. The Need for Personal Integrity in Sharing.
I will show courtesy and consideration to other people regardless of their age, sex, color, creed
or nationality.
I will be a good listener and
teach my child to be one.
6. The Need for Understandid and knowledge.
I will teach my child to abide
by the laws and regulations of
our country.
I will teach my child to respect
the religious beliefs of others as
we respect our own.
I will think of and treat m
child as an individual.
I will be firm after making a
decision which is in the best interest of my child.
The troublesome English "Sparrow" is not a sparrow but a member of the weaver bird family of
Europe.

TO KEEP THEM HAPPY

Princeton Motor
Sales

jeep
4 Ty

W

^rt.

I LLYSStakeon Warli

—la* by note people during the past three years Ike tarp Wier sekel

Stone Motor Co., Distributors
K Ave.
dieticILIICky
315PaK

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES, Dealer
Phone 2408
Dawson Rd.

MIKE&IKE
ARE SQUARING
AWAY AT
OUR STORE

COME IN AND
SEE'EM

Princeton Mills
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well as an educated generation.

Buick Sales &
Service

(Notice to Voters: For a vote favoring the foregoing question
place a cross (X) mark in the square below the word "Yes", and
for a negative vote place a similar mark in the square below
the word "No".)

county and
This notice is given pursuant to the order of the Fiscal Court of said
is dated September 13, 1949.

PRINCETON CREAMERY
Call 2408 to Get Your
Car and Delivery
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ong Air Arm Of Law
abs Cheating Hunters
phoenix, Ariz. --(AP)-- Cheatstalked by
bunters are being
lanes in Ailzona.
potting game law violations
initiated with
th the air was
during the recent
success
eat
toupervied antelope hunt.
in slowjaine rangers, riding
og aircraft, scanned the
valleys and meadows of
-breakern Arizona for law
hunters.
binWhen an observer, using
lators, spotted a violation or
os actions, he radioed the
on and location to ranggrbund. The ground
,
in most cases were able
speed by car to the area and
e arrests before the culprits
evid leave or dispose of the

In one instance, an airborne
anger saw a hunter kill one
antelope and wound a second.
The bag limit was. one buck. The
ranger landed his plane between
the hunter and the dead animal
while the hunter was running
to it.
On another occasion, a flying
ranger spotted a plane chasing a
herd of antelope toward hunters on the ground. The ranger
followed the plane to an airport
and • arrested the pilot. Five of
the pursued artelope died of exhaustion.
Chasing antelope by automobile was the most common violation sighted from the air. Several arrests were made and fines
imposed.
"Actually, there were fewer

MAYOR DISLIKES JOB
Aberdeen, Idaho --(AP) — The
mayor of this potato town of
1,500 people doesn't like the job
--he'd rather faun. Keeping pigs
out Is one of the troubles of Mayor James Chapman, 58. It's against
the law to raise 'em in town.
'This stuff of telling people
What to do isn't in my line,"
Chapman said. "I'm not cut out
to have all that power." But Aberdeen, where there are more
churches than filling stations, in
sisted that Chapman take a second two-year term.
violations than ever cluirink,the
antelope hunt," said Thomas L.
Kimball, director of -the state
game and fish commission."When
word got around about the airplane spotters, the hunters were
careful to stay within the regd.ations.
"Killing of does was almosI
negligible," Kimabll reported.
Rangers took bloodhounds into
the hunting areas to search out
dead and wounded does. There

A weekend

Fall weekend at The Brown
just what you and your —better half"
really need?

ou'll both get a lift from the sparkle
and rest of Louisville-in-the-Fall ...
You'll have a wonderful time shopping,
going to the theater and the famous
Bluegrass Room,or just taking it easy.
. . And we know you'll enjoy our five

THE

famous restaurants and The Brown *.
traditionally fine service.
Write us today about reservations
won't you? We'd like to show you just
how well we can take care of you!
Five Splendid Restaurants including
the famous BLUEGRASS ROOM —
Louisville's Nicest "Bright Spot"!

BROWN

ESTABLISH GAME FARM
The
Tuscon, Ariz. — (AP)
Arizona Game and Fish ComPhiladelphia --(AP)-- An old mission has established a 240colonial fireplace that once was acre state game refuge on the
part of the First Reformed Ger- former federal land near Pima, in
man Church in this country has
bten uncovered in a long unused
storage loft, one-time site of the
church. Now the Reformed and
Evangelical Church, It w as
founded in 1727 in a barn. In
1772 it began the erection -of an
enlarged church.
During the Revoluntionary War
the Race Street Reformed Church...
as it then was known, had an
honorable pert in the struggle
of the colonists for independence.
When the British captured Philadelphia and their troops marched by the church, the ten-year
old son of the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Casper Dietrich Weyberg,
tood on the doorstep and shouted: "hurrah for George Washington."
The Hessians imprisoned Dr.
Weyberg and used the church as
Mrs. Anna Geletko, 38, shown with two of a hospital. In 1837, the city conSTRETCHIlS DOLLAR
her eight children in Pittsburgh, Pa., is one of thousands of wives of tributed $15,200 to renovate the
striking CIO United Steelworkers who find it necessary to stretch chuich as a historic shrine.
grocery money during these payless days. She bakes 32 loaves of
breed a week. At left is Raymond, two and in the center. is Patricia, three. (AP Wirephoto)

Histcric Fireplace
Found In Church Loft

HOTEL

Louisville's Largest and Finest
Five Floors Air-Conditioned All the Year 'Round
Harold E. Harter, Managing Director

Graham County.
The sea has been under federal ownership as a national
game refuge for some years. Recently the property was turned
over to the state commission.

.. DISPERSION SALE
OF

Registered Herefords
Of C. M. Young & Son

HOPS BELLS 26 YEARS
Long Beach, Calif. — (AP) —
Twenty-six years ago John Pruden found work that suited him.
He's been "hopping bells" ever
since. "Some men go through life
and never find the job they enjoy," says Pruden. 'I may be a
professional parasite—but I love
it I've been offered other positions, but When a man finds the
job he's happy doing he should
hang on to it."
John is bell captain at the Lafayette Hotel, and he'll have you
know that there's a difference bewere less than 20.
tween a bell hop and a bell man.
Enforcement of hunting regu- "Any hick from the sticks," as he
lations by aerial observation puts it, can grab a suitcase and
proved particularly practical in be a bell boy. You become a bell
the antelope hunt because the man when you realize the imanimals range in open areas, portant thing is to keep the guest
Kimball said. It would not be as happysuccessful in deer hunts since
Mis biggest tip? An automobile
deer haunt the forests and deep from a guest (whom he won't
canyons.
name) who had to leave town
This fall's antelope hunting suddenly and liked Johnny's serseason was the first held in Ari- vice.
zona since 1943.
Six hundred permits were is- ing of old bucks with trophy
sued. Recipients were drawn by heads, and the proper care of the
meat after the kill.
lot from the list of applicants.
To make a perfect score of 100,
Another innovation in the antelope hunt was a scoring system the hunter had to get an anteset up by the game and fish de- lope with at least one horn measpartment. The objective was to uring 17 inches, both horns symencourage clean kills without metrical. The animal had to be
damaging the meat, selective kill- killed with one shot through the
neck. The hunter had to skin the
animal as quickly as possible and
take good care of the meat.
Four hunters made the 100
score. One hundred and thirteen
scored between 80 and 100.
"It certainly indicated that by
far the majority of the hunters
are sportsmen," said 0. N. Arrington, big game supervisor for
the department.

'CHUMMING' OUT
Tucson, Ariz. —(AP)— "Chumming," the practice of placing in
the water fish, parts of fish, or
other material for the purpose
of attracting fish to a particular
area, has been banned in Arizona by an order of the Arizona
Game and Fish Commission.
Chumming is prohibited in
many states, and growth of the
practice on heavily fished waters of the state brought forth the
regulation prohibiting it in Arizona.

at the
BROWN /
is fun! - -giet
Isn't a
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6 Bulls 30 Cows with calves at side.
Wednesday, November 9th at 1 p. m.
at Hopkinsville Live Stock Sale Ring

lotrrr3
fun.

in Hopkinsville, Ky.

BLOCK NOUN Or BUTLER SIGS

We Want A Change
Vote for the New Ticket and you will get it.
1 A reduction in your City Tax. Everything comes down but
taxes and they go up.
2 A reduction on your minimum water rate. It has been doubled.
3 Stop lights at busy intersections plus police protection for children going to and coming from school.
4 A clean and honest police department courteous to all, especially to visitors.
5 A summer playground for the children of the city, under competent supervision.
6 This is your city and you will have a chance to help run it as we
will encourage your suggestions and criticism.
7 Better parking arrangements on the streets leading off Main
and Market, and also Washington between Harrison and So.
Jefferson.

The Power
that made Buick Famous
you want to know what's "the
newest thing" in automobile
'
engines, look at the Buick engine
pictured here, and you'll see the
words "valve-in-head."
But it happens that this isn't new
with Buick. As a matter of fact,
the valve-in-head engine was invented hack in 1902-11.S. Patent
No. 771095—and immediately,
Buick adopted the principle,which
became the first in a long string of
"Buick Aits."
Not everyone went for the idea—
then. In spite of the fact that this
engine "breathes" more freely—
gets fuel in and exhaust gases out
more easily — others hung onto
their pet ideas.
Then came the airplane, with its

I

need for maximum power from
every drop of fuel—and every
maker of internal combustion airplane engines adopted the valvein-head principle.
And more recently—with the hope
that higher-octane fuels will become available—a lot of automotive engine designers are taking a
new look at the valve-in-head idea.
we'd like
But just for the record,
Buick got there

to point out that
first.
And ever since, Buick has gone
steadily ahead, building up a hame
as "valve-in-headquarters." Buick
engineers reshaped pistons to put
Fireball wallop in these engines.
They stepped up compression

ratios as fast as better fuels came
along.
So perhaps you'll want to remember, when you hear the term
"valve-in-head," that this is the type
of power that made Buick famous.

ELGIN

THE 0.4 WATCH WITH

DURAPOWER MAINSPRING
,l'adv Elgin. 19
jewels, adjusted.
. ower MainDura P
spring. 14K natural
'gold filled case
Nylon cord.
$675° t

If others want to climb on the
bandwagon, we say "more power
to them"— and no pun is intended.
But Buick has been doing more
with valve-in-head right from the
start.
And—we might add —it stands to
reason that Buick is not through
making this type of engine better
and better.

OUR SLOGAN
$425°
15 jewel Elgin
DuraPower MainAdjusted
spring. 10K rolled gold plate
betel. stainless steel back case
Gold filled stainloss steel bad,
expansion band

VOTE FOR

Mayor:

YOUR KFY TO WATER VALUE
nre bell, BUICK wilt braid Moils
ho•re better nastomeohne•

WINSTEAD'S

err MondnY •YRfl"g

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES • .

"The Most For The Least Cost"

THE NEW TICKET

— Pricers Includ• Feder•I

Phone 2408

10 A rumor has it our relatives will get the best jobs. This is not
true. City employes will be picked for efficiency.

12 The men that assess your property will be property owners.

Other ['gins from $29.75

Dawson Rd.

9 Continued support of the George Coon Library, one of the
best assets in the city.

11 The men on our ticket are all successful and as the business of
the city is one of the largest in the county, people who have
made a success of their own business would have a much better
chance to make a success of running the city.

Awarded Me
FASHION ACACHIMY
001D PAIDAt —
TIN. FASHION WATCH
OF 114F VIA*

Tyne le HENRY I. TAYLOR, Aar Nerwevi,

8 Our Fire Dept. will be run as efficiently as possible with no
changes at present time.

Jewelers
Lay Away Now For (7hrbitouts

•

-41100.41.or."

Councilmen

CLIFTON HOLLOWELL

CLAUDE ROBINSON N. B. CAMERON
JOE JONES
J. W.QUINN
FRANK WEBB
TOM HAMMOND

Election, November 8, 1949
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATED

LEADER.. PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Peace And Quiet
Now A Privilege
By Howard W. Blakeslee
Chicago — The University of
Illinois College of Medicine has
a beam of X-rays the shape of
a pole.
This is something new in beams
of any kind. Other beams are
fan-shaped. This beam is used to
treat cancer and comes froth a
betatron, a new high-energy electrical machine proaucing 25-million volt X-rays.
The rays are invisible, but photographic film reveals their peculiar formation.
higher
The betatron is a box
than your head, sheathed in metal, none of the inner works visible. Shoulder high on the betatron face is a round hole, big as
your wrist. A yard in front of
the hole Dr. John S. Laughlin
sets up a target, a sheet of photographic film.
When the film is developed it
shows a round, black disc, the
same size as the hole in the be-

tatron's face. The edges of the
black spot are sharp as if cut by
a knife. 'the X-rays went through
bunched, as rigid as if they had
the form of a long, found pole.
This betatron reaches a cancer
with the accuracy of a surgeon's
knife. The rays drive so hard that
they pass through skin and surface tissues without causing much
damage. As they hit the tissues
the rays produce electrons, but
these too travel so hard and so
fast that they cause little surface
damage.
The greatest burning effect is
deep below the skin. This makes
the pole-shaped beam a new cancer tool.
Aiming this invisible beam is
difficult. The target is an unseen
place inside the body. The bullets
are invisible. Only the patient
can be in the room when the betatron fires.
Models of the cancer patient
have to be made for aiming. To

This is my last appeal to the voters of the county,
prior to the General Election November 8. I will
appreciate your vote and influence and if there
are any voters whom I have been unable to contact during this campaign, I solicit your support.

Because I want to reduce my stock
I am offering special prices on my
antiques —

Furniture
Corner Cabinets
Glassware

Gate-Leg Tables
Beds
China

Lowry
liy
It's getting to he a privilege
have a little peace and quiet.
With all these modern inventions and the eagerness of people
to get their "messages" across by
communications, times when our
ears aren't being assaulted one
way or another are fewer and
fewer.
Most of us have gotten so accustomed to assaults on our eyes,
and minds that we have developed ways and means of shutting
out things we don't want to Ofsorb.
I'd hate a newspaper without
advertisement, and I frequently
read magazine ads before I bury
myself in articles and fiction.
But if I'm not interested in a
special in washing machines or a
big sale in Chinese baca-scratchere, I can merely turn a page.
When a radio commercial bores
me, I can banish it by flicking a
knob or by leaving a room. Whets
a billboard or potter offends, I
can turn my eyes the other way.
In each of these situations I'm
in control of the situation — and
THE HOPE THAT FAILED: Mrs. Ern( st Lowenstein of New York I can decide whether I'll permit a
City, crushes her nine-year-old son, Bobby, in her arms in New selling talk. But there's no way
York after hearing from a friend that her divorced husband, Ernest to plug the ears successfully, and
Lowenstein of New York and Casablanca, was a survivor of the Air the advertiser's dream situation
France plane crash in the Azores. A stort time later, however, the is one where there's no escape
rumor proved to be false, with the confirmation from the air line from hearing his sales talk.
that all aboard the, transatlantic Consteliqtion had perished. Mrs.
&kind trucks, blaring through
Lowenstein said she had Obtained a divorce from her husband ear- the streets and invading the house
lier, this month in Reno but that sne nelieved that he was on his with noise, are one way of forcway to the United States to discuss a reconciliation. (AP Wirephoto) ing upon unwilling ears the intelligence about the local firedate marksmanship has been COOL THAT BATTERY!
men's carnival or the virtues of
New York —(AP)— Hearing
only on heads and necks. The
this or that political candidate.
model heads are exact reproduc- aid batteries should be kept in Most mimicipalities realize they
tions of the Patient's lines and the refrigeraior. That is the cau- are public nuisances, however,
contours, perfect enough to be tion from one of the country's and they control them with stiff
prize-winning sculptures. T h e biggest dry cell battery makers. license fees and a screening promodel is set in the position the Winter or summer, when not in cess.
patient will occupy, and survey- use, surplus dry cell "A" batterBut now Grand Central Tering fixes this position down to ies for hearing aids will last long- minal, the big railroad station in
the smallest fraction of an inch. er when kept at about the 45 de- New York, has discovered a rePhantom heads are made of gree Fahrenheit temperature of finement of the sound track techscores of thin payers. Between the average refrigerator, accord- nique. They've strung loud speakeach layer is a sheet of photo- ing to W. S. Allen, general man- ers all over the place. Busy travgraphic film. The beam is shot ager or the electrical division of elers and hurrying communters
into this phantom, and the film Olin Industries, Inc.
are bombarded with urgent adrecords the X-rays strength and
The batteries should also be monitions to bustle right out and
damage at every depth.
kept in a tightly sealed glass con- buy this beer, cigarette, chewing
The patient sits or lies in the tainer which will reduce humidi- gum, watch or automobile.
measured posit-ion. He feels no ty, he said. It is a good idea to
It's a semi-public place; if you
pain, in fact he doesn't feel the let a battery rest from two to want to catch a certain train
ray at all. But he cannot wear a three times longer than it is used. there's no other station to patroncollar button. He must not wear It has the power to recuperate. ize. Willy-nilly, you are forced
his glasses. Because either met.il A full day's use is the maximum to listen, even if you want to
might become radioactive.
for any "A" battery to be used nap or talk to a friend.
Occasionally when there 25- without rotation, Mr. Allen said.
The Grand Central broadcastmillion volt rays strike someing actually isn't too important.
thing they are captured somewhat
Warren Huey, regular end on But it does open a door on a
like a billiard ball in a corner four Spartan football teams, has whole new field of noisy enterpocket. In this capture they often been appointed to the Michigan prise.
transmute the atoms they strike. State physical education staff.
If they can force you to listen
This is the same transmutation a single stroke.
to their broadcasts in a station,
as done in atomic piles, and creates the same kind of radioactivity.
Because of this the walls of
the betatron room are covered
with materials that do not transmute readily. This induced radioactivity is no risk to the patient,
but'could interfere with accuracy
in the instruments.
Dr. Roger A. Harvey, radiologist in charge of treatment, refuses
predictions. Four persons have
been treated. The first was at
the University of Illinois, Urbana, where Dr. Donald W. Kerst,
inventor of the betatron has several of these machines. There a
22-million volt beam was focused
on a deep brain cancer upon
which conventional X-ray surgery
had failed. The patient died of
another cause before the treatment was completed, but an autop
sy showed the cancerous tissue almost completely destroyed, without apparent damage to surrounding tissues.

new colors for fail,..
heels low, medium, tall ..
in stylcs to suit sill'.

Whatever your favorite shoe-style
_Vitality has it with an added
fashion flair.... with quality
through and through. Come see
our More-for-Your Money
Vitality Shoes.

what's to prevent them from puting loudspeakers in each of
heir train coaches and din beer
•ornmercials in your ears throughout any long Journey? 01., for
hut matter, how about catching
he bus-riding public!
Sky-writing messes up a pretty
ky, but you don't have to look
t a furrier's name etched in
white smoke. Pretty soon, however, somebody Is going to put a
loudspeaker in an airplane or hellcopter. Then it won't do any

Looking for complete cooking convenience? Stop right here.
Because this wonderful, new G-E Automatic Range has it!
Clips cooking time. Now you can prepare several oven
dishes at once ... a roast in one spacious oven, baked
biscuits in the other. Each oven warms, bakes, broils or
roasts on its own. Automatic timer-controlled, or you can
operate each oven separately—by hand. Just think—everything's ready for eating at one time.
Wonderful "push-button" panel, too... with "Tel-A-Cook"
lights that show what heat is on each cooking unit. Until
you've actually tried this sensational, new way to "cook with
your finger nps" you can't really imagine how perfectly
easy and simple cooking can be!

good to seek a little peat*, quiet
and uncluttered thinking on a remote mountain top.
We've become so accustomed to
hearing /wise thist a yttle silence
is almost a frighteNing thing,
There's nothing more urgent and
compelling than the ring of a
telephone, even if you're sure it's
nothing but a wrong number.
Most of us live a 18-hour day
to the accompaniment of noise of
some sort — and most Of it is the
sound ' of human voices selling
• ..

something So far, v.,
aged to avoid it
durisi
sieePing hours.
But I understand
have discovered wethat sciekt
INA
learn things
easily
they are throw n at Sad hit,
IN yt
are asleep.
You azait and
see,
1011414,
agoutinlgestxtiaflikg_u_re uonudtosubtallway
with music and quiz qtftlik
whispered to us
wiale
pounding a
111

Wm.L.Jones, Representative
Wm. G. Pickering, County Judge
Clauscine R. Baker, County Attorney
Philip Stevens, County Court Clerk
Glover J.Lewis,Sheriff
W.Hampton Nichols, Jailer
Floyd Young,Tax Cumissioner
Elbert M. McCaslin, Magist.Dist.1
Maurice Watson, Magist. Dist 2
Woodrow W. Thomas,Magist.Dist.3
Herman P. White, Mist.Dist.4
Thomas Bond, Magist. Dist.6

Cimefritti Raw of Sitil awl indslyi

Aid Vitality Om, Re.d Shoo
$7.95 &Li $8.95

Caldwell County Democratic Campaign Committee
Dr. K. L. Keeney, Co. Chtm • Paul Jones Morse,
t'ampalcn ('hrm . James Catlett, Sec.-Vela
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tacks of cancer, tuberculosis, mulPower Machinery Speeds
Fredonia Sallor Now
tiple sclerosis, brain tumor, any
Up Work On The Farm
At
r
Labrado
Training
number of heart ailments, psorlaPower farm machinery, which
USN.
seaman,
W.
Norman,
B.
a vast variety of psychiatric
usually includes a tractor, perRoute 4, Fredonia, is a crew
of
dieficulties, glaucom a, arthritis,
Although Annette Allen of Fay- mits farmers to do a lot of work
member aboard the landing ship
neutrals and—finally—the bends.
By Cynthia Lowry
County is oply 14 years old, when weather, soil and crop conette
part
taking
now
is
:to hapAll this is because I've read USS 391 and
ore of two things has
this past summer she produced diitons are just right, points out
permanCorps
Marine
and
in
Navy
joint
retire
must
articles about what wonderful
last I
of the College of
Or I've got to
off the $867 worth of food for her faurd- J. L. McKitrick
i.) to a hospital.
things they are doing to prevent cold weather exercises
and Home Econome
Agricultur
.
four
es
and
gazin
parents
gp
coast of Labrador in the vicinity ly of seven-a-her
iye up reading
ics, University of Kentucky. Use
melliical articles, and cure each of same. Wonder
younger brothers. She did it by
es these
reduces
Inlet, it is announcdrugs,
fancy
2 acres in of more power machinery
/
specialists for what is
operations and oth- of Hamilton
a graden of 11
growing
by
'linen
risk in crop production, he said,
layman." er cures. are inspiring US,read ed,
which she had 33 different vegetein gly called "the
might be considered inmonthly volume Is about, but gefore I get to that ing a piece about arterio-sciero- tables. She sold corn for $45; and so
0 weekly or
surance against loss.
Then
$5.
radishes,
each one exand
$36,
and
beans,
one,
About
part ef the story. I've achieved sis and I knew the warning sigIn buying power machinery.
Consecutive No. NO
sold two bushels each
terms and clear the
most wonderful array of nals. When I reasoned that this she also
:sins in simple
McKitrick said farmers should
and
cucumbers
and
and
diagnoses
beard
of
lima
symptoms.
was simply the result of an over.
Residence
symptoms.
the size of their farm.
of peas and another of consider
In a recent article on a new- enthusiastic luncheon, the whole one bushel
Small farms probably need only
late
in
hailstorm
suffered,
severe
kale. A
the past year I've
fangled brain operation, they thing was spoiled by a-dim recolsmall tractors. However, tractors
atsummer ruined about $200 worth
lv and acutely, sudden
described the symptoms of a pa- lection of an article I'd read about
now are used for many other
of fall vegetables.
tient who, it turned out, had one bursities.
things than plowing, seeding and
vegetables
The total value of
of those deep, concealed brain
Everyone knows by this time sold and used by her family was harvesting crops. They are Used
tumors. Before I'd finished the that a stomach pain may be the
for mowing pastures, loading maestimated at $991.95. Expenses of
first page, I learned he had ex- first indication of appendicitis.
nure, moving small buildings,
$124.75 were for rent, seed, ferperienced a numbness of the ritht As an omnivorous reader of
disking and harrowing.
tilizer, tractor and spraying maSome farmers have found that
hand. Me, I was numb right Up these discussions in print, I know
terials.
to my shoulder blades on both that appendicitis is only one
it pays to rearrange their farms,
six
t HEAP MONEY TO
gardening
started
Annette
arms by that time.
thing to worry about. A pain in years ago when Victory gardens after buying a tractor and other
FARMERS Through
- For a couple of weeks recenty, the stomach can mean almost
machinery. Fences have been
spurred her on. Since that time,
'Mat: RIVERS NAT'L FARM any discomfort of the torso seem- anything, including a subconscious she has grown an estimated $4,- changed so as to make larger
fields and permit working on the
LOAN AS3'N. ed to shoot right into sharp pains memory of an unfortunate event
920 worth of garden produce. 'I
around my heart. I'd been read- that occurred once in kindergar- managed to have a good garden contour. Terraces and ditches also
farms
good
on
made
Loans
are easier to make and maintain
ten.
inby spraying in the late afternoon,"
from 10 to 33 years at 4%
There's a good chance that I am she wrote, "but I learned to go a where tractors are used.
payments
It
For
amortized
tall
terest on
NO WORRY
In addition to plowing and otha hypochondriac, but a simple, little slow on fertilizer, for you
Pres* Safi
NO REGRET
uncomplicated headache achieV- can use too much as well as not erwise preparing land when it is
; MC-DISTANCE CHM SERVICE ; ed in a New York night club re- enough." Her carefully kept rec- in proper condition, seedlog and
• Ag.nt. lar CLIPPER Von tin.,, Inc. • cently was translated the next
harvesting in good weather, some
DER
ALEXAN
ords helped her to win the 4-H
J. D.
farmers help make tractors profmorning into the first signs of
Ligon
Arnold
Truck
Line
Blue
the
in
hip
garden champions
Secretary - Treasurer
itable by working for other farmpoliomyelitis.
Contact
Grass district this year. .
Dial 3351 — Princeton, Ky.
custom work in their
ers—doing
JAMES D MASHBURN
It would be absolutely imposthe
This 4-H'er was winner in
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky. sible to walk around bearing as
neighborhood, McKitrick said.
district foods project, also. Her
many diseases as my normaj cookies, muffins, cup cake s,
complement is today. But I've no- sponke cake, white cake, biscuits Raspberry Production
ticed that my most violent symp- and rolls were some of the blue
toms are concerned with the dis- ribbon State Fair products which Offers Opportunities
Not enough raspberries are
ease about which I've been read- older cooks might well envy.
grown in Kentucky to supply loFor Minty Judge
ing most recently.
and
canning
in
Her entries
do well
For instance, a smoker's cough clothing at the State Fair also cal demand, although they
to
according
the
state,
over
all
WILLIAM G. PICKERING
was a TB signal to me for almost won blue ribbons for her.
a new circular of the College of
a whole week, and I was about
Anette, a sophomore in high Agriculture and Home Economics,
to go into a hospital for observa- school, is the daughter of Mr. and
University of Kentucky.
tion. Then I read a piece about Mrs. Clyde Allen.
Fin County Attorney
C. S. Waltman, author of the
some new drugs they've discovergrowraspberry
believes
circular,
since
I've
and
arthritis—
joints.
ed for
CLAUSC1NE R. BAKER ..
There's only one thing that ing offers opportunities in the
been troubled by pains in the
s
about
,
suggestion
offers
He
state.
sitthis
about
makes me cheerful
uation: each succeeding article, varieties, planting and cultivatwith its new disease, makes my ing, mulching, pruning and trainformer symptoms more or less ing, and control of diseases and
disappear. A month after I've insects.
Copies of the circular may be
read a piece on dementia praecox,
for example, many of the details had from county agents or by
have become dim in my mind. writing to thecoliege at Lexing• GOOD QUALITY
But by that time I've passed ton. Ask fro 471, "Raspberry Culthrough a difficult time with ture in Kentucky."
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
scurvy, trichinosis and rheumatic
ROUT DRUDGERY
*GOOD VALUE
fever.
Housework is losing some of its
None of these diseases are
in
• IN GOOD TASTE
laughing matters, as everybody drudgery for homemakers
For Jailer
by
knows. And I suppose the high Nicholas county, as indicated
publicity many cf them have re reports turned in to Miss Dorothy W.
HAMPTON NICHOLS
ceived, public awareness that Rowe, home agent. One hundred
are makwomen
fifty-nine
preand
a
as
lot
a
does
exist,
they
ing use of time and labor saving
ventive.
made lap
Commissioner
All I wish is that I didn't have ideas in ironing; 39
tables, 25 using them for ironsuch a vivid imagination.
ing, and 49 to do other work. A
total of 97 pieces of laundry
equipment have been added to
make washing and ironing easier.

Garden Champion
Makes Big Record

Caldwell County,
"Shall
Kentucky, issue bonds to the
amount of Seventy Thousand
Dollars ($70,000) fore the purpope of constructing and furfishing a county public hospital in and for said county to
be known as the Caldwell
County War Memorial Hospital?"

Ej

LI

ci

LI

El

(Notice to Voters: For a
vote favoring the foregoing
question place a cross (X)
mark in the square below the
work "Yes", and for a negative vote place a similar
mark in the square below the
word "No".)
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NUMBER ONE
Shall Section 186 Constitution of Kentucky be amended
by repealing said section in
its entirety and enacting in
..
lieu thereof the following:
All funds accruing to the
school fund slue'. be used for
the maintenance of public
schools of the Commonwealth,
and for no other purpose, and
the General Assembly shall
by general law prescribe the
manner of the distribution and
use of the public school fund
for public school purposes.
Provided that each school district in the Commonwealth
shall receive on a census pupil
basis its proportionate part of
at least 75% of any fund
accruing to the school fund.
The remainder of the fund accruing to the school fund may
be distributed upon other than
a census pupil basis.
If you favor the above
amendment, stamp in the.
square.

If you are opposed to the
above amendment, stamp in
this square.
Figure the amount of fuel
used to heat your home last
year. Let us estimate, free of
charge, the cost of insulating your attic. Then take
government statistics on the
percentage of fuel that you
can save this winter by insulating your attic and you
can soon see the tremendous
return that you can make
from your investment.

Mother, Dad,
For those who mean the most ted in color, black
Him or Her - portraits comple
and white, in tones.
ely appreciatIt's a lasting gift that's genuin
for you before the aned. Let us arrange a sitting
nual rush begins.

To drawing this high rate
of interest in winter thru
fuel savings, you receive the
additional benefit of having
your house up to 15 degrees
cooler in summer free of
charge.

If you place BALSAM
WOOL in your attic and
after one year you are
not pleased with results,
we will refund price of
insulation plus the in-

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NUMBER TWO
Shall Section 246 of the
Constitution of Kentucky be
so amended as to limit the annual compensation hereafter
payable to public officers, other than the Governor including those now in office, to the
following amounts, exclusive
of compensation paid to legally authorized deputies and assistants, but inclusive of such
allowance for living expenses
as may be fixed by law, to wit:
Judges and commissioners
of the Court of Appeals, state
wide officers and mayors of
$12,000
first-class cities
$ 8,400
Circuit Judges
All other public officers
$ 7,200
If you favor the above
amendment, stamp in this
square.
YES
If you are opposed to the
above amendment, stamp in
this square.

stallation cost.

Steger

Lumber Co.
"From a Splinter to
a Carload"
E. Main St.

(Over J. C. Penney's)

Phone 2410

Phone 3340

Princeton, Ky.

State of Kentucky,
County of Caldwell, ss:
Court, do hereby cerI, Philip Stevens, Clerk of Caldwell County
complete copy of the Offi•
tify thaw the foregoing is a trilfligg6iTect and
at the General Election to be
cial General Election Ballot to be voted
1949.
8,
November
Tuesday,
held
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Is News
iiiiies and Seleeussed by Mrs. Earl
rs. Jerry Holloway at
of Cobb Homemakers
ome of Mrs. J. W. Dunn
y, Oct. 25. They also told
to recondition discarded
es and •how to select the
ture for the frames.
Miss Wilma Vandiver made a
Attlk on "Good Grooming", the
'minor lesson.
Present were Mesdames Elizah
' Lamb, J. W. Dunn, Rob McCallater, Etta Taylor, Otis Smiley,
Cline Murphy, Herman White,
Earl Wood, Clyde Wood, Jerry
Holloway, One Bryant, Guy
Louellen, •Rudolnh Morris and
Misses Wilma Vandiver and
;Maxine Garrigan.
Visitors were Mrs. B. B. Boaz,
E. M. Sanders and daughter, Mrs.
Edgar Oliver, Bonny Jo Hollo. way and Ann Morris.

Otter Pond

for Otter Pond Homemakers, I
Eddy Creek
when that group met at the home
Eddy Creek Homemakers met
of Mrs. Hyland Mitchell, October October
27 at the home of Mrs.
18. Mrs. Thomas White was coF. A. Lewis with 10 members and
hostess.
three visitors present.
Mrs. Ray Marth. and Mrs.
The minor lessor, "CaNiod
Claude McConnell gave the inajor project
., "Selecting Frames Grooming" was given by Miss
Maxine Garrigan, assistant home
Suitable For the Picture".
demonstration agent.
"Good Grooming" was the minThe major lesson, on picture
or project presented by Mrs. Raymond. Stroube and Mrs. Albert ed by club leader, Mrs. S. J.
Hartigan.
Lowery as she presented the lesMembers present were Mes- son to ilopkinsville Road Homedames Ferd Wadlington, Thomas makers Club at the home of Mrs.
White, L. B. Sims, Albert Harti- W. D. Armstrong October 28th.
pan, Moscoe Mitchell, Ramey
The minor project of good
Johnston, Hyland Mitchell, Ray grooming was gisten by Mrs. RobMartin, Homer Mitchell, Claude ert Coleman.
McConnell, Collin Ladd, Lee
Mrs. Joe McHarg was guest at
Mashburn, Raymond Stroube, W. the meeting. Mrs. W. D. ArmP. Crawford, Guy Shoulders, strong, chairman, presided.
Charles Geiger, George Martin,
The next meeting will be held
jr.; Misses Dorothy
Feigthion, with Mrs. S. L. Lowry, WednesIrene Mashburn and Rubble Sims. day, November 30th at 2:30 p.m.
Visitors were Mrs. W. S. Denbarn and Miss Maxine 9arrigan,
assistant home demonstration
agent. Mrs. L. B. Sims, president,
presided.

Hopkinsville Road

'Every Member a Daily Bible
How picture frames add to the
Reader" was the theme of Mrs. beauty
of our homes was explain.
Collin Ladd, reading hairman

Classified Ads
WATCH MAKING: All makes FOR SALE: Used refrigerators.•
. and mode4. Clocks, Jewelry McConnell Electric Co.
16-tfc
repaired. All work guaranteed.
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Cruiser control, shift to Scottwatchmaker.
H. C. Russell,
Atwater. Warm up In neutral
Prop.
tie
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p. and 7512 h. p. with
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
shift. Williams Texaco Service
glass cut and installed in all
StationPium and Main St.
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Phone 2445.
Station, Corner Plum & main.
tfc
Phone 557.
tfc
PIANOS: Both new and used.
FOR expert paint and body reDYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
pairs, see Randolph Motors.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
52Sp
Ford Sales and Service.
ltc
FOR SALE: 50 acres land with
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
new house, consisting of three
and Electrical Supplies, visit
bedrooms, large living room,
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
23x121
/
2, kitchen with snack
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
space, hall, bath and attached
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
garage; plastered and hardtfc
wood floors, plenty closet
space, phone, lights and equipSAVE MONEY: Phone 2628.
ped with bottle gas. Located
Hugh Boyd, 520 Plum St., for
four miles from Princeton on
good lump coal, stoker coal at
Highway 62. See Erby Cruce,
reasonable price s. General
same address. ,
hauling, wood and kindling.
18-1tp
17-4tp
FOR SALE: Two Perfection SuOAT FOR SALE: 23 foot experfex oil resident heaters. Call
press cruiser, 95 11. p. Chris3901, 7 a.m. to 4 p.b. CumberCraft motor, one year old, will
land Mfg. Co., Inc., Cadiz St.
-sacrifice at $1300.00 Also 30 by
18-Itc
16 foot house boat, completely
furnished, bottom just rework- MALE HELP WANTED: Reliable'
ed, $950.00. D. L. Snyder, Murman with car wanted to call
ray, Kentucky. Phone 1157M.
on farmers in Caldwell County. Wonderful opportunity. $15;
16-3tc
to $20 in a day. No experience
or capital required. Permanent.;
ST: Black :arsey cow with
white face; weig,`,.! about 650
Write today. McNESS COMpounds. Last seen in gairi
PANY, Dept. A, Freeport, Ill.
serve area. Contact I. L. Hum17-2tp
ble, Dawson Springs, Route 3.
S.NLE: Maytag washing maReward.
18-1tp FOR
chine; k:ae.hen cabinet in good 1
R SALE: Lespedeza seed. See
C E. Johnston,
condition. See.
FloVd Punter, Princeton, Route
S. Jefferson St. .1"111 3290. 18-1tp
2. Phone 3088.
18-1tp
—
FOR SALE—For clean, Oten cars
and trucks, see Rat:lolph
GAIN, NEW SPINET PIAMotors. Ford Sales and Sell
NO: Why buy an unknown
:
lee.
make, second hand piano from
5-1tc
an unknown party, when Ken-I
tucky's greatest music store ofThe Caldwell County Board of
fers you a new, standard brand Education will receive sealed bids
piano ,free service, and Shack- on the following property:
Hawridge school building and
elton's guarantee all for the
acre,
same price? SPECIAL, from school lot containing one
more or less: Cresswel SAool
now until Christmas, or as long building—not on school lot—will
as they last, we are offering to have to be moved: Cresswell
readers of this advertisement school lot containing two and
the reliable Standard Brand three fourths acres, more or less:
Silver Star school building—will
New Cable Spinet Piano, for have to be moved: Scottsburg
only $595.00 on terms less than school building and school lot
rent, $4.00 weekly. Phone (re- containing one acre, more or less.
All bids must be in the office
versing charges for full information) or write us for illus- of the Caldwell County Board of
Education, Princeton, Ky., by
trated catalog at once. The 10:00 a. m. November 7, 1949.
quantity of pianos is limited,
The Board reserves the right to
SHACKELTON PIANO COM- reject any and all bids.
Signed Clifton Chit, Secretary
PANY,621 South Fourth Street,
Floyd E. Jones, Chairman
Louisville 2, Kentucky. 17-8tc
16-3tc

Thursday, November 3,
1949

W. H. Pool. MI s Stanley MeGow- of recreation, which consisted of Mesdames W. ( Felker, Tula Miss Ann M
"Pictuie Framing" was the les- `1". citizenship chairman, listed :bundle ielay" end an "answer Uoodwin, I f(a bci t Williams and 'tor.
genie".
son given by Mrs Tully Choice goals for the new club year.
Ilisel Nu, I,
Mrs. Andrew Ladd had charge
Other members present were
and Mrs. Aaron Cummins at the
October meeting of Cedar Bluff
homemakers at the home of Mrs. mesons
Cedar Bluff

selection, was given by Mrs, Buddy Brown and Miss Garrigan.
Plans were made by the club
for its annual "pay social," to be
held Saturday night, November
18, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Buddy Brown.
Present were Mrs. Vernon
Burctrett, Mrs. Frank Burchett,
Mrs. Wylie Brown, Mrs. D. W.
Satterfield, Mrs. S. J. Satterfield,
Mrs. J. A. Hemingway, Mrs.
Buddy Brown, Mrs. Jimmy Jones
and Mrs. F. A. Lewis.
Visitors were Mrs. Earl Wit-,
liamson, Mrs. Hewlett Hall, Mrs.
Willard Mitchell and Miss Maxine Garrigan.

Heating Stoves
all kinds - all siles

COAL HEATERS
GAS HEATERS
OIL BURNERS
•

As candidate for Tax Commissioner, I have
tried
to see each and every voter during this
cam.
paign. To those whom I have not been able
to
contact, I hereby solicit your vote and
influence
in the election November 8. And to all: I
again
assure you that if elected, I shall faithfully
perform the duties of the office at all times
consistent
with the trust and confidence of the people

Don't Delay — Choose
now from our stock of
Warm Morning Heaters
Perfection Oil Burners
Peerless Gas Heaters

AMERICAN LEGION
BOX SUPPER
November 10 - 6 P. M.
Masonic Hall

To the Voters of Caldwell County:

Interesting Program. All Veterans, their wivel or girl
friends invited.

Sincerely,

Eldred Hardware Co.

FLOYD YOUNG

Phone 2751

Campaign Promises vs Facts
Will You Apply The Yardstick of Reason to The Campaign Promises of The Candidates for Mayor and Councilmen? For Your Convenience We Have Assembled
Their Promises in Chief.

PROMISES

FACTS

One ticket promises to reduce City Taxes and the
water rate.

This can only be accomplished by giving up city services you have demanded. If you wish to to go back to a .hree man police force, stop garbage
pickup and disposal, stop street conitruction and repairs, stop cemetery
upkeep, let the fire dept. go down, etc., you can reduce taxes. Otherwlse, no. It takes money to provide you with these services.
The water rate is fixed by ordinance at a rate necessary to guarantee a
sufficient income for the retirement of $120,000.00 in bonds together with
the maintenance of the plant and a small profit needed for the maintaining of city service to you.

This ticket advertised that an out of town man would
be its Chief of Police.

We think a competent local man is entitled to and should have this jab.

Another ticket promises to "use our every effort to
purchase from Kentucky Utilities the light and power
distribution system in the City of Princeton" and reduce the rates. This is their major promise.

What facts have they given to you to support this statement? They say
other towns profit from the operation of their OWN distribution systems, but Princeton will have to BUY the system and charge high enough
rate4 to PAY for it. In addition, Princeton will have to BUY its electric
power from K. U. or another supplier (T. V. A. power will not be available
for 4 or 5 years, according to the information received and published last
summer) and charge enough to cover BOTH the cost of the system and the
cost of the electric power before the City can make any profit.
Do you know what the K. U. distribution system in Princeton will cost? Do
you know what the electric power will cost the city before it resells to
you?
Do you know what amount of profit this ticket' wants to make from
sale to you?

its re

Did you know that by Dec. 1st your present City bonded indebtedness will
be between $180,000.00 and $185,000.00?
Before going too for, you should know these answers and how much
you will have to pay for your electricity.
A vote for that ticket will be indorsing the purchase of the K. U. distri
bution system in Princeton and a mandate to them to proceed.

SEE OUR LARGEST
MOST COMPLETE
SELECTION OF
TOYS EVER!!
Use Our Lay-Away — A Small
Deposit Will Hold Any Item.

It may be that when T. V. A. power is available, Princeton should own its
distribution system. Reserve your decision until that time.
We submit for your consideration our platform. We pledge a business-like administration and in addition thereto list the major objectives
in our plan for the administration of the city business.
We will give you
1. The lowest city tax rate which will permit a workable and economical budget plan for municipal government and service; to
live within the city income; and to retire the city indebtedness as
fast as practical. We are AGAINST any form of city income tax.
2. A "friendly and courteous' police department which will efficiently enforce the law without favor; strictly enforce traffic
laws, particularly in school zones; and install needed traffic lights.
3. A city park with complete recreational facilities for all ages, if
this can be done without using any city tax money or levying any
new tax.

4. Continued support of the Caldwell County War Meru
orial Hospital.
5. A continued improvement in the fire department and removal
of the fire department from petty city politics.
6. Cooperation with the civic organizations in their efforts to
attract new industries to Princeton to give us a better economy.
7. The extension of city water and sewer facilities to heretofore
neglected sections of the city.

If you are in favor of the foregoing, vote the straight "Citizens
Ticket" on Nov. 8, 1949.
For Mayor

sot

ESIVIN \I 1(1 Associate ,Store

WWI
—
onse
JOE P. WILCOX

Nome Operated by
PRINCETON, KT.

For Councilman

CONWAY LACEY
LEE CARDIN
HUGH BLACKBURN
WILLARD "BILL" MILSTEAD

COOPER CRIDER
WALTER H. ROGERS
JAMES BART GRIFFITH

1
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Effects Of Television
On Life.Of Johnny

unty:
ye tried
his Cam,
able to
influence
I again
ully ptir,
onsistent
•

herself 8 mother of two
children, it Perhaps you can arrange your PRISONE
RS' SONG
who was careful to
Home Improved By
check her roien so that a - heavy sofa is
Deer Lodge, Mont
-(AP)-facts with a board of pediatric
ians placed the right distance away," When
Selling
Produce
violist David flubinoff
and °cyclists. Writing in
the No she says.
F1''in the ',ale of poultry, eggs,
played recently for prisoners at
By David Taylor Woke
vemher issue ot Parents
MagaAnd, she adds, don't let the the Montana state penitentiary milk, butter, livestock and farm
Television is playing a litg zine, Mrs. Battle tells us how to children
look at the screen too one of the popular request num- crops, Mrs. Douglas Slaughter
get the most from what
TV has lung. "My chief objection is . . . bers was:
part in the lives of our children.
made $1,200 worth of improveVeterans of World War 11 were
to offer.
"Don't Fence Me In."
it might keep them indoors when
ments on her home, said Miss reminded this week
And more and more parents are
Will TV be harmful
that several
to
your
they
should
concerned about the effect of TV
Rachel Lee Davis, home demonbe outside actually child, says Mrs.
children's eyes? Not if you draw
Battle. Observe
important GI Bill education and
playing
. . . our rule is no TV
on their children.
an "imaginary line at the
your own child, and watch for stration agent in Negro work in training procedures
proper, before 5 p.
weut into efSome very sensible advice is distance
signs of sleeplessness or overtir- Todd and Christian counties. In- fect Novembe
from the set (8 feet
r 1.
How long should a child view. edness,
cluded
was
offered in "Television And Your away
the
addition
of
new
a
indications that his telefor a 10-inch screen, etc.,) TV?
The new procadures, made neAn hour and a half or two viewing
room to her home, two closets
Child" by Mrs. Henrietta Battle, behind
should be cut down. Ofwhich the children must hours won't
built, two doors cut, a porch add- cessary by passage of Public Law
harm the average fer to read to
him insteed.
268 which bans avovational and
Will TV interfere with your ed,. window facings put on and recreational
courses and prohibthe
front
of
the
house
remodeled.
children's routine? It might. Some
its GI training in schools which
children don't get their home- says Mrs. Battle.
have not been in existence for at
work done or don't have time to
"My two girls are six and least one year, will affect veteat their supper because the pro- three. At quarter to
five they erans who have h ad GI Bill
grams come between 5 and 7, come in from play, literally
fly training as well as veterans who
when they would normally do in to their bathrobes and
slip- training and who want additional
these things. However, suppose pers, and are ready for
supper plan to apply for original or supyou change yOur schedule a bit shortly after five. They eat
their plemental certifications of eliand have dinner a little later. meal without dawdling,
for they gibility.
That is all part of the fun.
know their favorite program goes
Beginning November 1, a vetParents with school-age chil- on at 5:30. Don't start letting them eran who has complete
d or disdren generally permit them to take their plates with them.
They continued a GI Bill course, and
view TV only after homework is will be too absorbed in
the pro- who wishes to take another
done. Some alltaw older children gram to eat, and you will
lose a course in a different general field,
to stay up until 8:30 ro 9 if the valuable way of getting them
to will be required to undergo adprogram is important. And TV can clean up their suppers with dis- visement and guidance
to deterbe a great help with children who patch. While your children are mine his aptitudes and
needs for
haven't the homework problem happily and quietly watching the new course. After
adviseand who eel their Supper early, their programs you can work
At my farm, five miles west of Kuttawa, one-hal
in ment, VA approval will be needf mile west of Maceed
before
enrollme
nt in his new
donia Church, on U. S. Highway 62.
field of training.
A veteran who wants to take
139 head of choice breeding ewes, one of
an additional course of training
the best lots of
without leaving his original genewes ever offered for sale in Western Kentuck
eral field will be permitted to
y.
REGULAR MEETING
Slightly used Farmall C tractor and equipment.
enroll without taking advisement
and guidance.
80 Choice Northwestern ewes, 3 and 4 years
old
Another change effective No50 Good Northwestern yearling ewes
vember I is that a veteran apply8 O'Clock - Lodge Room
ing for an original or supple5 Choice registered Southdown yearling ewes
mental certificate of eligibility
All Brothers Plan To Attend
4 Choice registered Southdown ewe lambs
for GI Bill training will be required to list on his application
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.
(ewes bred to good registered Southdown rcims,
the name of the course and
to start lambing Jan. 2nd, 1950.) school. The certificate then issued to him will be good only
Formal' C Tractor and 5-foot heavy disk harrow,
for the course and school specitwo row cultivator, 14 disk grain drill, and side harrows.
fied.
Certificates issued before No1 Tractor manure spreader, dual rubber tires
f 8 ,,.'
S'
vember 1, although not listing
-••
1 Farmall H two-row cultivator, shovels and disks
specific courses and schools, will
••-;9
6
'
50
•‹.0
continue to be honored if the vet1 Fairbanks-Morse Hammer mill, slightly used
AG'
eran selects a school which is
1 I-H-C Silage cutter
permitted by law to offer GI Bill
training and if the course to be
1 Pair mules and harness, and rubber tired wagon
9
.0
taken is in the same general
OR.00
1 Good young milch cow
field as the veteran's original
training objective.
1 Team mower and rake, and a lot of smaller items, scra5
10
.0
••
Veterans Administrat;on also
pers, plows, etc.
) 0.
announced that more than a half
million veterans who owe the
Government money as the result
of overpayments on subsistence
Sale will start promptly at 10 o'clock, and can get through beallowances, other veterans benefore noon, so come early.
fits or defaults on loans guaranBy combining scattered bills and debts with a personal loan
teed by VA, may find part or
from us you will have only ono place to pay . . . and only
one small payment to make each month.
the kitchen with peace of mind."
Figure out how much you need and phone or come in to
Television, says Mrs. Battle, has
our office. We will show you how to get out of debt and cut
brought back the family circle in
your monthly payments as much as one-half.
the living room. "If parents will
follow these basic rules from the
start, there should be no trouble:
(1) Limit the time the children
may watch the screen; (2) See
that they keep the proper disW. MARKET ST.
PHONE 2881
Kuttawa, Kentucky
tance from the picture; (3) ProPrinceton, Ky.
JAMES T. BOLT, MGR.
tect their eyes from glare; (4)
Make sure that the programs are
; suitable."
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AUCTION SALE
Livestock And Implements
Saturday, Nov. 12, 1949
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'
bre forthA 300-mile-an hour wind
coming special GI Insurance divi- generated in the Universi
ty ,;1;•.
dend deducted
cover their Maryland's Glenn L
Marl,
debts.
School of Aeronautical Resee'.
tunnel.
Automotive inventions comprise one-sixth of all patents
The world's largest sheep, t
yearly in the United States,
Argaii, lands on his horns
Since 1896, approximately 400,- stead of on his feet, when
000 automotive patents have ju mos.
been issued in the United States.
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Plus These Swell Shorts!
Walt Disney's "WYNKEN, BLYNKEN &
NOD"
All Star Comedy - "CLUNKED IN THE CLINK"
MOVIETONE NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS

SATURDAY,NOV.5th
DOORS OPEN at 12 NOON

Due to special 4-II Club Program at 9:30
theatre will not open until Noon for regular
performance

GET OUT OF DEBT!

ACTION
And
Iff/0111311(
South of
the Border!

2

RUSTY SHOWS
PEOPLE HOW
TO ACT HUMAN!

BIG
HITS

COtwa.
roan

MONTE
HALE
"SOUTH
OF
RIO"

00•4411110.1

wooder

PLUS!.. . NO. 11 - "BATMAN AND ROBIN"

SUN.& MON.,NOV.6-7

%deli/Sidle FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY.

Here's A Football Story That Scores
With Laughs Instead of Touchdowns!
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/CHEVROLET

11.111.
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CO.u•AMA PIC TUa

TONIGHT

Saturday, Nov_ 12, 1949

NOW

Desert Fe

B. P. 0. ELK

HOW

NOW

THERE'S A TRUCK IN THIS PICTURE
Iva. gra.
THAT FITS YOUR NEEDS:

.
— 11
4

Added Delights!
COLOR COMIC - "BUTCHER OF SEVILLE"
COLOR FEATURETTE - "THE SINGING DUDE"
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

Chevrolet offers you this wide choice of trucks and among them you
have your best opportunity to select the model which most exactly fills
your requirements. Study the picture carefully—and consider this—

IP*
*-14

0
1 .
1
— 1111110111161.

TUES. & WED., NOV. 8-9

Only CHEVROLET Offers you ALL these great TRUCK advantages .

•

3-Way Thrift — No
other truck offers greater
economy of ownership
... lower operating cost
... lower maintenance
and the lowest
cost
list prices in the entire
truck field.

411151.
1.1111.

gny LRIN'7111 nun

• The RIGHT truck for
your lob — Chevrolet
builds trucks for every
job ... 81 models on 9
different wheelbases with
capacities ranging from
4,000 to 16,000 lbs.
G.V.W.

• Quality—The unsurpassed quality and
craftsmanship built into
Chevrolet Trucks give
PLUS VALUES of strength
and durability In every
feoture of body, cab,
engine and chas:is.

NO LIMIT ONTHE—
LAUGHS AND FUN',
../

• Performance—Chevrolet Advance-Design
Trucks deliver prime
power—plus economy
with Chevrolet's Valve-inHead engine —the
world's most economical
engine for its size.
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Plus!
SELECT
SHORTS
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THUR.& FRI., NOV.11-12
BROADWAY STAGE HIT..,Now Greater on the Screen,'
SPENCER DEBORAH,

CHEVROLET
TRUCKS
STEVENS CHEVROLET CO.

TRACY.KERR

=
A

W. Court Square

Phone 3505
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MNITH

Thursday, November 3, 1949

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINC ON, KENTUCKY
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For nearly three years we have worked for this new, modern hos!I

pital. We have subscribed $90,000... voted a $100,000 bond issue
v

by a 6-to-1 majority... secured $165,000 in state and federal aid.
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The building is now under construction and will be completed in
ed in
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As pro
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the Spring. BUT — costs have exceeded estimates. If it is to be furnished and equipped ready to serve the community. WE MUST HAVE
ADDITIONAL FUNDS!
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This new bond issue will provide the money needed and allow a

five

small emergency fund. It will enable us to go ahead and finish
the job!

We Can Not... We Must Not Quit Now!

VOTE "YES" TUESDAY FOR BOND ISSUE
TO COMPLETE OUR NEW HOSPITAL
or
Look For This
Question
On The Top
Right Hand Side
Of The Ballot
lir

Shall Caldwell County, Kentucky, issue bonds to the amount
of Seventy Thousand Dollars
($70,000)for the purpose of constructing and furnishing a county
public hospital in and for said
county, to be known as the
Caldwell County War Memorial
Hospital.

YES NO

It Will Not Increase Your Taxes

According to estimates of the Bankers Bond Company,
these new bonds can be issued without any increase in taxes
... at the county's present assessed valuation, the Hospital Sinking Fund Tax of .08c, now being levied, will be sufficient to take
care of them.
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This Message Published As A Community Service By

lE C
The br
Adrm ry

B. T. DAUM
WOOD DRUG STORE
C. A. WOODALL INS., Agency
STEWART OIL CO.
A. H. TEMPLETON, Florist

CORNER DRUG STORE
STEGER LUMBER YARD
HODGE MOTOR SALES
MORGAN'S
SULA AND ELIZA NALL
WAMORCHAM
CAPITOL THEATER
M & S IMPLEMENT CO.
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS ROBINSON IMPLEMENT CO.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES CO.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
ELDRED HDWE. CO
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